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In Brief

A Time to Remember
Fr Koenraad van Gucht
A special Mass of Remembrance will be held for UL Students who
have died in the past 12 months:
Stephen McGuire (2nd year Business Studies)
Michael Hughes (1st year Music, Media & Performance Tech.)
Eamonn OʼNeill (1st year Business Studies)
Michael Naughton (Corporate MBA)
Brendan McEvoy (Law & European Studies)
Diarmuid Fitzgibbon (Bachelor of Laws)
Day: Sunday, 9 November
Time:7.30pm
Venue: Salesian Parish Church (just off campus, near East Gate)
All are welcome.

Amnesty International at UL
Lotte Krause
There is now an Amnesty International Society at UL. We showed
the acclaimed movie ʻThe Road to Guantanamoʼ last week as what we
hope will be the ﬁrst of many.
Amnesty International is a worldwide movement of people who
campaign for human rights. The campaigns include the opposition to
the death penalty and torture, and the pursuit of justice for those whose
rights and fundamental freedoms are transgressed by governments,
global corporations, armed insurgencies, and private individuals.
This Saturday, 8 November, Paddy Casey will be playing in Dolanʼs
on Amnesty Internationalʼs ʻSmall Places Tourʼ marking the 60th
Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
On the 20 November, Ham Sandwich will be playing in Dolanʼs for
the same cause. Also, this Sunday, 9 November, a group of us is going
down to the vigil at Shannon airport. The vigil is every second Sunday
of the month from 2-3pm to highlight what we maintain to be Shannon
airportʼs complicity in war and human rights abuse (suspected renditions
ﬂights).
We will meet at the small roundabout just before the airport. If you
are interested in coming along or in joining the society, just give us a
shout at: amnestyinternationalul@gmail.com New members are always
welcome!
For more information on Amnesty see: www.amnesty.ie

Music Soc Continue to Rock
Eoin Tomassi.
We in UL Music Soc are teaming up with the best LIT and LSAD
can offer to bring some cataclysmically good music to your ears over
the coming weeks. Despite being hopelessly lost in our respective
courses, we can still manage to come together and organise gigs of a
decent standard. Go ﬁgure.
Hogan are coming to the Stables on the 6 November. Saw these guys
live recently and can tell they are a cut above even some of the biggest
names the pop/punk scene can throw at you, mixing in some funky,
chunky riffs with the swirling melodies. Technically gifted, they can
arrest your eyes as well as your ears with an impressive stage show.
Hogan are all over the place at the minute, TV appearances, radio
appearances and regular rave reviews in music mags, the ﬁlthy mediawhores(!), but in fairness they deserve every bit of it. You are probably
well acquainted with one of their tunes without even realising: As you
wait for Home and Away to come on every evening on RTÉ 2, you will
ﬁnd yourself having to sit through the Aislingʼs Diary, one of RTÉʼs
gloriously misguided projects. “Here I Go Again” from Hogan is the
showʼs theme tune. The show is woeful, but the song is mighty!
Support is from Scuba Dice (thinking Youʼre A Star 2004-ish?......
youʼd be right!). Theyʼve released a brace of singles, and are out-andout professionals after touring the country ten times over.
Also, check out Maslow in Bakerʼs on the 20 November. Maslow are
crazy. Theyʼre just back from playing the Indie-Week in Toronto, Canada
(along with Fred, last yearʼs winners, Vesta Varro from Limerick, and
this yearʼs winners, Limerickʼs Walter Mitty & the Realists. Yep,
Limerick ofﬁcially has a “happenin” music scene) and also a trip to

Students’ Union Presidents past and present at the Alumni Awards on Saturday 8 October in the Clarion Hotel: Diarmuid Scully (SU President
1992/93), Bobby O’Connor (1997/98), Jim Collins (1980/81), Fintan Breen (2005/06), Pa O’Brien (current SU President).
Malawi (in Africa) in August (Kinda like Live Aid, except without the aid.) Their sound is spaced-out
garage rock. Like the Kings of Leon on acid. Awesome. Session guaranteed, especially if you run into the
drummer Cal. (Make sure you run into Cal). Plus weʼve got acoustic nights going regularly, stay tuned for
those. If you want to join, want more info, want anything at all actually (within reason) you can email us
at ulmusicsoc@gmail.com.

Partnership for Change Conference
Anyone with an interest in climate change is urged to attend the Partnership for Chance Conference
which will be held in Cork on 14 November.
The Partnership for Change - Climate Change conference will be addressed by distinguished and leading
international experts, speakers and panellists who will demonstrate the challenges facing humanity on an
international, regional and local level, and provide essential advice on tackling climate change and planning
for an uncertain future.
Anyone with an interest in attending the conference should contact the UL Environmental Committee
by emailing envirocom@ul.ie

Irish Trampolining IVs
150-200 tramps from across the country will descend on the Arena on Saturday 15 November for national
trampolining intervarsities. All are welcome

In Words
The lab by the canteen? The goldﬁsh bowl?
SU President Pa OʼBrien got a bit carried away with the nickname ʻFishtankʼ for the computer lab in the Ablock.
Brian Lenihan?
Despite the bad press recently, it would appear that the Minister for Finance is safe in the eyes of Damien Cahill
who thought he was the Minister for Justice during Will Leahyʼs ʻBattle of the Collegesʼ radio quiz.
That was truly revolting.
A disgusted member of the audience shuddered at what she had seen during Pritchard and Daintonʼs show in the
Stables as she walked away.
University funding is expensive for families, but itʼs not as expensive as childcare.
Minister of State at the Department of Finance Martin Mansergh, TD, estimates that childcare can cost up to
€10,000 annually but refuses to acknowledge that the cost of a four year degree is now over €40,000 on average...
which by our sums would roughly equate the cost childcare.

In Figures

3
The number of this year’s
sabbatical ofﬁcers who
have spent time on
crutches already and it’s
only November. Only the
P resident a nd t he
Education Ofﬁcer have
escaped. Pa and Shane
better watch their legs!
4
The number of Jokers at
this year’s Halloween Ball.
We k new it’d b e
popular.
5
The number of SU
Presidents – including the
current President – who
attended the UL Alumni
Association’s award
ceremony.
23
The score achieved by SU
Ofﬁcers Pa O’Brien and
Damien Cahill during Will
Leahy’s ‘Battle of the
Colleges’ on RTÉ 2FM.
40
The length of time in
minutes that Pritchard and
Dainton of Dirty Sanchez
fame disgusted a Stables’
audience on the night of
the bank holiday Monday
in week 7.
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Registration
Hike ‘Back
Door’ To Fees
Emma Hayward

UL Studentsʼ Union is adamant

very seriously on the governmentʼs

Minister for Education, Batt

that the increase of €600 on the

agenda” to reintroduce fees and that

OʼKeeffe said he has had to bring

In order to do this, a poster that

annual registration fee is just a “back

the only way to stop this from

forward proposals on tuition fees

contains the contact details of every

door” method of re-introducing

happening would be for students,

which should be ready in four to six

TD in the country will be put up for

tuition fees altogether.

parents and TDs to get involved and

months. The report is meant to review

everyone to see and students will

work together to ﬁght it.

the contribution that third-level

have the opportunity to send a generic

Damien Cahill, Campaigns and

local TDs of student discontent.

Services Ofﬁcer, maintained that

However he commented that there

students can make to their education.

email to their local TDs expressing

the new increase will affect

has been a disappointing lack of

If it is decided that full fees are to

their opposition to fees.

everybody and that after a four year

mobilization amongst students so

be brought back that means current

In relation to the studentsʼ

degree students will have paid

far.

ﬁrst years at UL will see these come

movement the CSO urged that, “We

in before they graduate.

havenʼt yet reached our full potential.

€6,000 in registration fees, instead

“Everyone is in a comfort zone”,

of the €3,600 that they are paying

he continued, “ʻIt-wonʼt-happen-to-

In relation to the studentsʼ

Students need to realise that it is

at the moment.

meʼ is the mentality that exists in

movement Damien Cahill expressed

they themselves who will make the

this country.”

that the ʻﬁrst stepʼ would be to inform

difference.”

According to Mr Cahill, “It is

ECTS faces troubled start
Shane O’Callaghan
Education Ofﬁcer

Over the past few years, countries
across Europe, including Ireland,
have been introducing a system
called the European Credit Transfer
and Accumulation System into their
third-level institutes.
European Credit Transfer and
Accumulation System (ECTS) is a
standard for comparing the study

attainment and performance of

should be learning from the module,

countries irrespective of standard

to ﬁt into the new system. However,

possible. A big bang method would

students of higher education across

as opposed to what the module has

or qualiﬁcation type and is used to

due to several issues that arose in

transfer over the credits already

the European Union and other

to cover for an examination.

facilitate transfer and progression

preparing all of these changes, the

earned by students and allow them

collaborating

According to the president of the

throughout the European Union.

introduction appears to have been

to continue on towards a pan-

Studentsʼ Union, Patrick OʼBrien

Each module that students take is

limited to just the ﬁrst years starting

European acknowledged degree.

“this system is vital in our ever

awarded a certain amount of ECTS-

next September.

However, with issues such as yet to

globalising society”.

credits, in values of 3.

European

countries.
The system was devised to allow
degrees and awards to transfer

So what does this mean for

be transferred modules, and the

seamlessly to any other country,

For successfully completed

Starting next year, U.L. was

students? There are pros and cons

concern that students may end up

strengthening the value of degrees.

studies, ECTS credits are awarded.

meant to introduce this system to

to both methods of introducing this

having to take modules theyʼve

ECTS also places a greater emphasis

One academic year corresponds to

all students. Since the end of last

system. However, it is generally

already completed, it looks unlikely

on learning outcomes, so that a

60 ECTS-credits that are equivalent

semester, lecturers have been

agreed by all that a “big bang”

that this system will have an easy

module centres on what the student

to 1500-1800 hours of study in all

retailing their modules and courses

approach would be the best method

gestation.

Mansergh
talks to UL
Aoife Breen

Minister of State at the
Department of Finance, Martin
Mansergh, TD, told an audience
in the Kemmy Business School on
Thursday of week 8 that if third
level tuition fees are reintroduced
“overall funding in third level
would improve a little but not as
much as university heads are
expecting”.
The TD was in UL to give an
address on ʻthe effect of the
international economic climate on
Irelandʼ under the auspices of the
UL Con Colbert Cumann of Ógra
Fianna Fáil.
Mansergh used the American
model as an example of how paying
fees meant that their education system
was the leading world.
“The main reason that they
maintain the top position in education
is because they pay for it.”

He cited fees of $35,000 per
year as an example of the cost of
third level education in the United
States and while he acknowledged
that there were considerable
scholarships available for students
wishing to go on to higher education
there, he held his ground on the
argument.
He claimed that top Irish
lecturers were being attracted to
the US because of the higher wages
that they could afford to pay due
to the fees and argued that this
also strengthened their
education.
He continued to say that if fees
were reintroduced here it would
give Irish universities the potential
to “attract people and pay good
salaries”.
He agreed that this would mean
that government investment in the
third level education sector could
not slacken should fees be
reintroduced.

“I think that university heads
think that if fees were reintroduced
this would leave them a lot better
off.
However, the people in the
department of education probably
think that expenditure could
decrease if fees were brought back.
I suspect the reality would be
somewhere in between.”
However, the Minister of State
is not in favour of student loans
and said, “I donʼt like the idea of
university students graduating with
debt”.
The representative spoke for
over 40 minutes to a small audience.
He spoke of the importance of the
Eu rop ea n Un ion a nd how
membership of the Eurozone had
saved Ireland from a repeat of the
1992 currency crisis.
He also emphasised that recent
ﬁnancial events will underlined
the importance of regional cooperation.

Minister of State Martin Mansergh in the KBS on Thursday of week 8
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Students put Operation
on mumps Christmas
alert
Child
Katie Harrington

Emma Hayward

Students are being advised by
the University Medical Centre
that there has been an outbreak
of mumps on campus, with new
cases emerging over the past
couple of weeks. Any student
who has a swelling in the region
of the jaw on either side or below
the jaw should present to the
Student Health Centre and have
the diagnosis of mumps confirmed
or outruled. The Student Health
Centre has informed students
that it will give priority to any
student where there is a question
of maybe an infection with
mumps.
Dr. Niall Cahill informed the
campus through an email to all
students that “It is very important
that the spread of the mumps
infection on campus be curtailed

and prevented if possible as it
will require students who have
the condition to be quarantined
away from the campus for seven
to ten days.” He also advised that
housemates of those who have
already been diagnosed should
present themselves to the Medical
Cent re where t hey wi l l b e
administered a measles, mumps
and rubella (MMR) vaccine.
Medical staff at the University
are concerned of that though
mumps is a self limiting viral
illness with symptoms of fever,
tiredness and swelling of the
saliva glands, it has its own
complication rate. Small numbers
of students who get the mumps
may go on to develop complications
like meningitis and infections
of the testicles in cases of boys

which can be very severe and
r e qu i r e ho spit a l i s a t ion on
occasions.
Dr. Cahill advised that all
students who have had two MMR
vaccines in the past usually have
good protection against MMR
and only those students who are
living with a person who has the
actual infection would require
an additional MMR in those
circumstances.
He advised any students who
have not had two doses of the
vaccine in the past to present
themselves, in any event for a
second MMR.
Students are advised that the
vaccine is free, and are advised
to contact the Medical Centre
for any additional information
at (061) 202534.

Operation Christmas Child is a
project run by Samaritans Purse
which reaches out to underprivileged
children all over the world at
Christmas time.
The idea is a straightforward one,
you simply wrap a shoebox with
Christmas paper and ﬁll it with toys
and little gifts for a boy or a girl of
a certain age and your box gets sent
to one of the many disadvantaged
children in the world.
So why should you get involved?
For anyone who participates it is a
very rewarding experience.
Studentsʼ Union Welfare Ofﬁcer,
Caitriona McGrattan, said, “I donʼt
think Iʼve ever given a present, which
cost less than €10 that meant so
much to someone! It really is a very
humbling thought that your small
shoebox full of toys can make a child

so happy.”
To get started, you can collect
your shoebox from the Studentsʼ
Union and then decide if you want
to make the box for a boy or a girl
and which age category it suits. Some
of the things you can put in the boxes
are: small items of clothing such as
socks, gloves or scarves. Toy cars,
dolls, pencils, crayons, notebooks,
stickers, hair bands, hairclips and
sweets with a long expiry date.
No liquids of any sort should be
included and you are requested to
include a small donation of €3 or
more which goes towa rds
transportation costs.
Your boxes can be dropped into
the Studentsʼ Union on Thursday
and Friday of Week 10 (thatʼs the
13 and 14 November). This is the
latest they will be accepted so make

sure that your effort doesnʼt go to
waste.
Other collection points in Limerick
include the Curves Fitness Centres
in Castletroy and Corbally and the
Augustinian Church on OʼConnell
Street. Further details on box contents
and other information can be found
at www.samaritanspurse.ie.
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Trapattoni
comes
to UL
Liam Togher

Giova n n i Trapat ton i, the
legendary manager now in charge
of Ireland, was one of several
high-profile guests making an
appearance at the Arena Sports
Ba r in U L on 16 October.
Goalkeeping cult hero Packie
Bonner and FAI chief executive
John Delaney were also present
for the launch of third-level
i n itiatives by t he Footba l l
Association of Ireland.
The event saw the official
opening of the Umbro Colleges
and Universities Football League,
which encompasses 65 teams in
14 geographical sections. A new
website for third-level Irish football
was also launched (it can be
accessed at www.thirdlevelfootball.
ie), where browsers can easily
access a vast array of information
about participating teams, league
tables, results and fixtures, etc.
This replaces the three Irish college
football websites in the past –
Colleges FAI, Irish Universitiesʼ
Football Union and Womenʼs
Soccer CFAI.
As well as this, there was the
official induction of six FAI
facilitators, including Stephen
Griffin here in UL, who will
promote football in third-level

colleges to boost the number of
students playing the sport and offer
new opportunities to footballplaying students with disabilities
or from ethnic minorities.
The other main bullet point was
the awarding of nine third-level
scholarships to female footballers
for spor ting a nd academ ic
excellence. One of the recipients
was UL-based Niamh Mulcahy.
According to Womenʼs Unit
Manager Susan Ronan, the
scholarships are granted for
“sporting potential, the ability to
achieve academic potential and
commitment to both academic and
sporting excellence”.
John Delaney gave a short speech
at the event in which he alluded
to the FAIʼs third-level football
development plan launched last
February. The FAI boss also
acknowledged the seven universities
that provided funding for the new
facilitators and the Irish Institute
of Sport for their assistance with
the female scholarships. For many,
the most interesting aspect of the
event was the belated presence of
Signor Trapattoni. A number of
fans also had photos taken with
Packie Bonner, who was more than
happy to sign autographs and have
a friendly chat with anyone
present.

ULAA honour past students

Past UL students honoured at the Alumni Awards
On Saturday 8th October, the UL Alumni Association held its third
Annual Alumni Awards in the Clarion Hotel. Awards were made to Dr.
Hugh OʼDonnell, Malcolm Quigley and Dr. Derek OʼKeeffe. Chairperson
of the UL Alumni Association, Dr. Matthew Cannon, stated that “the
purpose of these awards is to recognise the wealth of achievements of UL
graduates.” While President of UL, Professor Don Barry, said that “a
university is not just about the campus, the faculties and the buildings - itʼs
about the people.”
Recipient of the Outstanding Contribution to Society/Humanitarian
Alumni Award was Malcolm Quigley. Malcolm graduated UL in 1997
with a Business Studies with Japanese degree. While completing his MBA
in Brussels, he discovered Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO). VSO
basically works through volunteers to ﬁght poverty in developing countries.
In 2001, Malcolm began working as a volunteer with VSO inn BosniaHerzegovina. He developed a fundraising training course which has been
adopted as a training module for all outgoing VSO volunteers. In 2004,
Malcolm established VSO Ireland in Dublin and became its only staff
member. Today, Malcolm is Director and responsible for seven staff and
an annual budget of €2.2 million.

Receiving the Outstanding Achievement Alumni Award was Dr. Derek
OʼKeeffe. Derek was a graduate of Electronic Engineering and went on
to complete his PhD in Biomedical Engineering. He has been involved
with NASA and did ﬁeld work with them in the Mojave Desert on astronaut
mobility. He was also invited to Russiaʼs Star City. Derek was subsequently
awarded a scholarship to Harvard University. He currently holds a faculty
appointment at UL where he lectures his own research students.
Dr. Hugh OʼDonnell was awarded the Outstanding Contribution to
Business Alumni Award. Hugh graduated UL in 1987 with a BEng in
Mechanical Engineering. He headed to South Africa where he joined
Anglo American Mining Corporation as a junior Engineer and worked in
several positions in construction engineering up until 1991.
An Focal spoke with event organiser Majella OʼConell who is also
Executive Director of the UL Alumni Association. She stated that the
evening was “a phenomenal success and the feedback received on the night,
and since, has been universally positive. She also went on praise the award
recipients and stated that “One of the goals of the award programme is to
inspire not just fellow alumni but also current and future students.”

Students integrate with
local community
Katie Harrington

Tuesday of Week 8 saw UL
students meet with University
representatives and Castletroy
residents in a new venture initiated
by the Studentsʼ Union Community
Relations and Equality Ofﬁcers.
Paddy Rockett and Aoife
Finnerty, this yearʼs volunteers
holding these two non-sabbatical
positions, organised the event to
promote integration both within
the University as well as to
encourage the integration outside
of the University of students with
Castletroy residents.
The Studentsʼ Union Executive,
international students, post-

graduates and members of UL
societies attended the cake and
coffee evening, with the aim of
showcasing to members of the
Community Forum the many
positive aspects of student life which
they may not see on a regular
basis.
Mr Rockett described it as very
productive, and stated that he would
be pitching several ideas to the
Studentsʼ Union Executive which
came as a direct result of this
evening and would take into
consideration the opinions of those
he had spoken to during the course
of the evening.

“The big issue here is creating
partnership rather than the ʻtugof-warʼ that seems to be the norm
to date,” he said.
He
emphasised
that
communication between the various
groups who attend Community
Forum was important, but further,
that this communication must lead
to action, stating “Community
Forum needs to have an action
element to it. First stop – cake.”
Studentsʼ Union Communications
Ofﬁcer Aoife Breen, who also
represents students on the Forum
commented, “It is important that
students and local residents are

given the opportunity to meet each
other in a positive setting.
“There has been a lot of negativity
in recent weeks in the local area
and it was good to see students and
residents interacting in a positive
atmosphere.”
Community Forum is a regular
meeting which takes place in Plassey
House with student representatives,
local residents, Community Gardaí
and representatives of the University
which has the aim of discussing
and resolving issues which arise in
the community as a result of
relations between students and
residents.

Students Ruan Dillon McLoughlin and Fergal Dempsey enjoying their
tea at the integration evening
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Limerick
Citylink
route axed
Emma Hayward

F r o m t h e 3 N ove m b e r,
Citylinkʼs Galway-Cork service
is to be no more.
The operators have announced
that due to continuous losses over
the past 18 months they are
withdrawing all of their coaches
from the Galway-Cork route,
leaving Bus Éireann to take on
all bus passengers on the route
from now on.
According to the media release
on its official website Citylink
is having difficulties competing
with the state-owned company
Bus Éireann on this particular
route. The route is Irelandʼs
second busiest after the GalwayDublin link.
Stopping in Limerick every
hour, this ser vice is just as
frequent as Bus Éireann and
makes the same journey in less
time. The Citylink bus route does
not take the detour to Shannon
airport which puts an additional
ha l f hou r onto t he jou r ney

length.
A student return ticket from
Limerick-Galway or LimerickCork, which is valid for one
month, costs €13 with Citylink.
However, after the withdrawal
of its ser vices on this route
regular passengers will have no
choice but to travel with Bus
Éireann, costing €14.40, as well
as the longer journey time.
The 28 daily services on the
Galway-Cork route were launched
in January 2007 and the estimated
annual number of commuters on
the route was 450,000 at the
time.
M r Ku a Ho ng P a k , t h e
Managing Director of
ComfortDelGro, Citylinkʼs parent
company, said at the start of the
venture that, “We are delighted
to have been awarded the licence
to operate this highly sought-after
route. Havi ng operated t he
Galway-Dublin route for four
yea rs now, we have built a
reputation for speed, comfort
and reliability. We intend to bring
our expertise to the residents in

Cork and Limerick.” However,
after only eighteen months, the
route has now been terminated.
In July 2008 a new coach
station was built in Galway, where
Citylink is based, costing €40
million.
With 44 daily departures and
arrivals on their Galway-Dublin
route, Citylink carry in excess
of 450,0 0 0 passengers each
year.
It is unfortunate and some
might say unnecessary that they
have decided to cut out such a
la rge chun k of thei r public
services. It is a decision which
will affect numerous commuters
on the busy route and force many
people to use the sole supply of
publ ic t ra nspor t – Bus
Éireann.
Irish Citylink will continue to
operate and expand its network
of services on Galway to Dublin
Airport and Dublin City, Galway
to Shannon Airport, and Galway
to Clifden.

Frightful
acting from UL
Drama Soc
Kelly O’Brien

The Jonathan Swift theatre saw
another Drama Society production
last Tuesday and Wednesday night.
Titled simply ʻHalloween Showʼ,
the play consisted of four short
sketches and lasted for an hour. The
idea behind the sketches was for
new members to interpret artwork
and to make that artwork into a
sketch that was dark and suitable
for Halloween. The cast accomplished
this and also added a little black
comedy in for good measure.
Most of the cast were ﬁrst year
students as were half the directors.
Keeping this in mind, the show went
considerably well. Nobody made
any major mistakes and the overall
show was quite enjoyable. The actual
acting, however, did leave something

to be desired. The two lovers in the
ﬁrst sketch ʻA Walk in the Parkʼ
were completely unbelievable as a
young couple, the daughter in the
second sketch actually smiled when
her mother is murdered and quite a
number of people moved after they
were supposed to be dead. Having
said this, none of the acting was
painfully bad and with some better
direction and a little experience,
these young actors could be just
what the Drama Society needs.
Sketch three was enjoyable and
yet forgettable. It centred on the
twisted love triangle of a woman,
her boyfriend and her best friend.
The acting was dubious yet again
but laughs were extracted from the
audience nonetheless, intentional or
otherwise.
Sketch four, entitled ʼ99 Bottlesʼ,

was by far the best sketch and worked
well as a closer to the show. It was
during this sketch that Sinead Keane
stole she show with her character
ʻIgorellaʼ. Her facial expressions
were laugh-out-loud and not once
did she fall out of character.
All in all, the only this really
wrong on the night was the poor
turn out. On the opening night,
instead of having a full house, the
cast very nearly outnumbered the
spectators. This is just one of multiple
occurrences this academic year
where UL students have let down a
worthwhile Club or Society.
Participation is at an all-time low
this semester and it seems like
nobodyʼs heart is in anything any
more.

10,000 on
campus
for
Local Lotto
Open
Days
comes to UL
An Focal Reporter

Katie Harrington

A new way for clubs and societies
on campus to fundraise has come
into effect this semester in the form
of a lotto draw. Twenty-one UL
groups have signed up for the
fortnightly on-line lotto where you
pick four numbers out of 20 at €2
per ticket. The ﬁrst Jackpot will be
€1000 with the intention of topping
this up by €200 per fortnight plus
four €25 spot prizes if the jackpot
is not won.
The split with the company this
venture has been entered into with,
Local Lotto, is 82 per cent to clubs
and societies with 18 per cent to
local lotto. This has been touted as
an opportunity for parents, alumni,
friends, fellow students, and members
of clubs and societies to contribute

to them ﬁnancially in a fair and fun
way. In order to play the lotto online
participants will have to nominate
one of the participating clubs or
societies to purchase tickets from
in which case the dividend from
those ticket sales goes to that group.
This system can be used with debit
or credit cards from any where in
the world, making it the most
accessible ways to support a club or
society for those no longer in UL.
Clubs and Societies Development
Ofﬁcer Paul Lee commented, “This
was discussed last year at Council
and we looked into it over the
summer. It has been very successful
for GAA clubs and the like so we
feel it could be a new way of
generating income for clubs and
socs. The trial will last for 12 months,

and the success or failure of the lotto
system will be purely down to
whether or not these groups can
gener at e t icket sa les for
themselves”.

SU Secretary General Tomas
Costello with the winning
numbers from the ﬁrst lotto draw

Almost 10,000 potential UL
students descended upon the campus
on Tuesday 14 and Wednesday 16
October during the annual Open
Days.
Over 9000 pupils attended in
groups from 204 schools across the
country, with more individuals
making their own way to the
campus.
UL cooperated with LIT and
Mary Immaculate College in
producing a collective brochure for
the Limerick open days and sent
these out to the schools in advance
of the event. The brochures contained
campus details and maps.
Free shuttle buses operated
between UL, LIT and MIC to

facilitate visiting students who
wanted to see more than one
campus.
Sean Reidy, Marketing Director,
commented that, “We had 9189
students booked in from 204 schools.
Factoring in students and parents
who travelled independently the
numbers attending probably exceeded
10,000. This was our largest
attendance ever. Despite the bad
weather on the ﬁrst day, the event
was a big success and ran
smoothly.”
However, a SU spokesperson
commented that, “A number of
parents complained to us about the
chaos on campus and that the
experience had soured their opinion
of UL”.

The campus was opened to
secondary students for the Open
Days (photo by Hugh O’Brien)
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To Give or Not to Give: the
Question of Organ Donation
Emma Kerins

The Houses of the Oireachtas
are currently drafting new legislation
in the form of the Human Tissues
Bill 2008 which will regulate organ
removal and consent, including the
retention and disposal of human
tissue during post-mortems. The
issue of organ donation in Ireland
has always been one of a sensitive
nature. With the highest rate of
cystic ﬁbrosis in the world, the idea
of organ transplant is one the touches
many peoplesʼ lives at some stage.
However, on the ﬂip side, Irish
society has been plagued by
numerous scandals over the past
number decades, from the sale of
pituitary glands, to infant organ
retention without consent. Thus
the debate over organ donation, and
whether or not there should be
presumed consent, is one which is
particularly contentious.
In a nutshell, the status quo at
the minute is one where a donor
ʻopts inʼ, and becomes a donor by
choice, whereby they give their
consent. The alternative is where
the state presumes consent and
retains the organs unless otherwise

requested, thus shifting the burden
on to the citizen. This type of system
is in use in countries such as
Denmark, Spain and Sweden. At
the moment, the House of Commons
are deliberating over bringing in a
similar system, a motion that is
gathering a lot of support. On face
value, switching to an opt-out system
of presumed consent seems to make
a lot of sense, especially where
transplants are in such high demand,
and the rate of transplant has been
falling in recent years. Another
advantage would be that in presuming
consent, the family cannot over-rule
the decision of the deceased to
donate, which is sometimes the case
in times where emotions are high.
However, opposition to an opt-out
system comes from across the board,
and not just from factions claiming
ʻnanny-state-ismʼ and violation of
rights to bodily integrity. Given the
level of controversy over the
mismanagement of organs by the
HSE in previous years, many people
feel that the government canʼt be
trusted to monitor such a system
and that if the burden of consent is
reversed, it will be susceptible to
even more abuse. Another aspect

is that the idea of organ donation
is perceived as a positive thing,
almost as a gift, thus if organs were
seen to be taken from people without
consent, transplantation would
become less digniﬁed, as it would
be viewed as an action by default.
On a more practical level, other
criticisms come from groups who
imagine that those in society who
are less educated or ill-informed
would be taken advantage of.
Ironically, organ transplant
support groups, who would beneﬁt
most from such a measure, have
come out against the Irish
government making such a move
and switching from an opt-in to an
opt-out system. In a recent debate
hosted by the Medical Society and
the Debating Union on the subject
of organ donation, Mark Murphy,
CEO of the Irish Kidney Association
harshly criticised the idea of
presumed consent, and the legislative
changes being brought it by Gordon
Brownʼs government in Britain.
Ireland, to date, though still suffering
from long transplant waiting lists,
is still leagues ahead of many other
European countries in terms of
cadaveric organ donation (organ

donation from the deceased). The
model country for organ donation
has often been hailed as Spain, a
state who advocates an opt-out
system. However, a lot of this success
has been put down to down to
increased efﬁciency in the area, as
opposed to greater availability of
organs.
So, based on the evidence, if
switching to an ʻopt-outʼ system
does not automatically come with
a largely increased availability of
organs for transplant, then leaving
people with the option to begin with
seems to be preferable. According

could hardly blame him for the fact
that a better organized, better funded
and arguably dirtier campaign bested
his. Yet this will be seen in time to
come as the ﬁrst nail in Brian
Cowenʼs political cofﬁn.
The economy is a slightly more
complex matter. No doubt, as Fianna
Fáil keep saying, the ﬁnancial crisis
here in Ireland is partly a result of
a global downturn.
But no politician was talking
about how global ﬁnances were
affecting us when times were good;
back then it was down to the sheer
political skills of our politicos.
Does Brian Cowen deserve the
share of the blame he is getting right
now? There isnʼt much he can do
about American or Asian markets,
but he was managing our treasury
for the last few years. Didnʼt it occur
to him or anyone else in the
Government that was all too happy
to take credit during the times of
ʻunprecedented economic successʼ
to throw a few pennies in a jar for
a rainy day?
The very schemes that the

Government is trying to revoke now
such as non-means-tested medical
cards for the over-70s were brought
in to ensure continued election wins
with little regard as to whether or
not they were actually viable in the
long term.
This second nail in his political
coffin, Cowen must realise, is
justiﬁable.
A mixture of bad luck and Bertieʼs
timing meant an inevitable bad year
to start with for Cowen, but his
problems go deeper then this.
The resignation of Deputy Joe
Behan is representative of signiﬁcant
back bench revolt, the likes of which
hasnʼt been seen in years – with the
exception of Deputy Ned OʼKeefeʼs
hissy ﬁt over Harneyʼs vote of no
conﬁdence.
Rumours from Leinster House
suggest that Cowen lacks Bertieʼs
leadership skills. At a time when
Fianna Fáil needs to pull together
more than ever, many are questioning
his base decisions from the start.
Did Mary Coughlan deserve her
signiﬁcant promotion to Tánaiste?

Did Mary Hanaﬁn deserve her
apparent demotion to Social Welfare,
or was that just a reﬂection of
Cowenʼs personal views without
regard for experience or standing
in the party? Was his apparent
anointment of Brian Lenihan as his
successor so soon after his own
election appropriate or fair?
It was widely reported that outside
the ʻtriumvirateʼ of Brian, Brian
and Mary, little was known – even
among Ministers – of the full extent
of the budget cuts until just an hour
before it was revealed.
It seems Mr Cowenʼs inability to
unite his party behind him may
become nail the third in this rapidly
sealing cofﬁn.
His fate is not sealed yet, however.
Gordon Brown has turned around
a situation which seemed certain to
result in his political death in the
last couple of weeks; there are many
parallels in their situations. The
latest polls show Fine Gael and
Labour would secure a greater
majority then Fianna Fáil and the
Greens if the election was called

to groups such as IKA, the notion
of organ donation has to remain as
a benevolent act to ensure that the
integrity of such organisations is
maintained. If organ donation
becomes an act by default, the gift
of life, per se, becomes tainted and
suddenly doesnʼt seem far off from
buying and selling organs. As
mentioned before, the issues of
organ transplant and donation are
particularly sensitive, and should
be treated with respect. By switching
the burden, you are encouraging
state intervention in matters which
are inherently private and personal.

Obviously, the current situation isnʼt
perfect. But the ﬂaws the system
has are down to lack of trust in the
system and lack of awareness, both
of which wonʼt be helped by reversing
the current system to ʻopt-outʼ. So,
in terms of coming to a decision as
to what will beneﬁt Ireland the most,
we ﬁrstly look at our strengths and
weaknesses, and see if such radical
changes will bring about any kind
of revolution for the better, and
judging by our own current record,
and the record of other countries,
it seems pretty unlikely.

Cowen’s Catastrophe
Katie Harrington

You have to hand it to Bertie
Ahern. Whatever you think about
his party, his leadership, his dodgy
dealings and all the rest – you have
to admit, he has impeccable
timing.
His resignation in May came as
the Mahon Tribunal was gaining
pace and receiving signiﬁcant media
coverage – with roars from outside
the party and murmurs from within,
he did the digniﬁed thing, he jumped
before he was pushed – just in time
for a victory lap over in the
States.
But it was a poisoned chalice he
left behind for his successor, who
had patiently waited in the sidelines
for so long.
After only a week or so of
tumultuous celebrations in Offaly,
Biffo was quickly faced with his
ﬁrst challenge – the Lisbon Treaty
Referendum. The poor fella didnʼt
have a chance. With only six weeks
to the vote when he took ofﬁce, you

An Taoiseach Brian Cowen - facing uncertainty?

now – a fact which is surely haunting
Cowen at night.
But looking at the bigger picture,
isnʼt it about time Fianna Fáil had
a spell in opposition? Have they not
shown their complacency and

contempt for the people enough to
warrant this? The usual argument
is that the current opposition would
do no better, but how will we know
if we donʼt give them a chance?
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Outrage Beyond Homophobia
at over
70s
U-Turn
Drew Murphy

Derek Daly

As the dust settled, or rather didnʼt, after the introduction of Budget
2009 to the House, the opposition, the government backbenches, independents
and even Michael Parkinson, the man who made the world aware that
“Golden Balls” was Poshʼs nickname for Becks, expressed their outrage
that such an atrocity should be allowed to happen as to means test the
medical card for all citizens; even, shock horror, the over 70s.
It is not lightly that I write this article; criticising a government fronted
by a party of which I am a member and a proud member, but the real
atrocity here, the real issue around which outrage should run riot, is this
governmentʼs u-turn on the medical card issue. Age Action Ireland, Joe
Duffy, The Labour Party, Sinn Féin, Fine Gael and the independent TDs
who withdrew support for government should hang their heads in shame,
for in the ﬁrst instance, creating such public outrage and fuelling fear
among the elderly that they would all lose their medical card entitlement.
Furthermore, Fianna Fáil, The Green Party, what remains of the PDs and
the standing government independents should fall as a government, for
the fact that they rowed back their decision and caved to the pressure of
the ﬁrst group.
There are two messages to be taken from this. The old, the media and
the opposition all think that the over 70s are more important than the rest
of the nationʼs citizenry, and that the government doesnʼt have the balls to
follow through with the courage of its convictions and say; no, they are
not. This country is a proud Republic, where all are equal, even the over
70s.
There are two groups who should be ashamed here: the old and the
entire political system.
When a person over 70 can qualify for a medical card under the same
criteria as anyone else who applies for one; then, and only then, should
they be entitled to have one. There are families, with mortgages, crèche
bills and much higher household bills than the elderly, without fuel
allowances, free travel or free TV licences; who would have much less left
over from €36,500 (before tax) than someone over 70 with the same
income.
I say well done and applaud the elderly for their hard-necked approach
to protesting, and fair play for coming out in massive numbers to voice
their dissatisfaction, but I say cop-on and grow up to them in the wake of
their loud mouthed incivility and social ineptitude in showing common
courtesy to members of the government who came to them, made time to
speak to them, and were shouted down by elderly people who acted with
no more capacity than a 2 year old throwing a temper tantrum in shouting
these people down. My message to them and everyone is clear: You do not
have to like what is said; but you are nothing better than a savage animal
if you will not even listen.
It is now, as a proud Fianna Fáil member, that I must say, without
reservation, that I am ashamed of my government. It is now that I must
say, that this state supports the old, and it supports the old more than any
other section of society, and it supports them better than the majority of
countries on the face of Godʼs green and blue earth.
Today I say, shame on you selﬁsh, greedy older people and opposition
who support you, and shame on this government for caving to their
demands!

Did you know that 33 per cent of
all gay teens will attempt to commit
suicide? In fact, suicide rates amongst
gay teenagers is four times greater
than that of heterosexual youths. In
Always my Child: A Parentʼs Guide
to Understanding your Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender or Questioning
Son or Daughter, author Kevin
Jennings associates this statistic
with common stresses faced by gay
youths, such as the realisation of an
attraction to the same sex or the
“coming-out” period.
It is a well known fact that a
sizeable number of teenagers,
especially males of around the ages
15 to 18 experience terrible bullying
and abuse as a result of coming-out
and publicly admitting their sexuality.
Being gay myself, I count myself
lucky to not have come across a vast
amount of such homophobic
behaviour. In fact for the majority
of cases, I found understanding and
acceptance, which I am thankful
for. The same cannot be said for
other teenagers of a similar age to
mine, and although everyday I hear
about acts of homophobic violence
from across the world, very few have
succeeded in catching my eye more
so than the tragic story of Shaun
Dykes.
For those of you who are not
familiar with this shocking story,
Shaun was a 17 year old student
from Kilburn, near Derby, England.

Shaun became depressed when his
relationship with his boyfriend ended.
On 7 October, Shaun climbed over
the top railing of the Westﬁeld
shopping centre multi story car park,
threatening to jump. Police ofﬁcers
cleared the footpath below him and
tried to talk to the young boy, but
people were still able to use the
footpath opposite the shopping centre
and crowds formed.
Police think that they would have
succeeded in talking Shaun down,
if a crowd of teenagers had not
formed on the footpath and urged
him to jump the 60 feet. They began
shouting abusive comments like,
“get it over with”, “jump already”,
and even more disgusting, “how far
can you bounce?”.
This went on for three hours until
Shaun finally lost hope and
plummeted to his death. In a ﬁnal
sickening act, when he had died, a
group of people rushed forward, and
tried to take pictures of his body.
The youths found this so ʻfunnyʼ
that there was even a video of the
jump added to YouTube. Look into
this and you will ﬁnd that videos
are regularly added and quickly
removed of uncensored hate acts.
This one just got the news.
Superintendent Andy Hough, of
Derbyshire police, said he was
“deeply disturbed” by some of the
comments aimed at the boy. He said
“I ﬁnd it a disturbing and shocking

reﬂection on society when people
decide to do that. It was a very
disappointing situation.”
Mike Shewan, chief executive of
Derbyshire Mental Health services
NHS trust added “we canʼt condemn
this sort of behaviour enough. No
one knows what was going on in his
head, but encouraging him to jump
was so wrong.”
Derbyshire police referred Shaunʼs
death to the Independent Police
complaints Commission, who have
decided not to investigate. Ofﬁcers
will carry out their own inquiry and
an inquest will be held later.
The question must be asked, how
are we to interpret this event? Is it
simply an act of utter disregard for
human life in the face of suicide?

Or is there a deep undercurrent of
hatred lurking within the folds?
Itʼs a very tough one to call; one
cannot make any assumptions of
homophobia without stirring the
proverbial and itʼs very hard for any
member of the gay community to
ignore this and see it as a mere act
of foolishness.
One thing is for certain at least.
This cruelty, under whatever category,
is terrible, malicious, spiteful and
vindictive. It is beyond me how
anyone can stand by and urge
someone who was clearly in need
of help to jump. So much for the
gener at ion of p ea c e a nd
acceptance.

Recession
Talk
Luke Holmes

A shared experience is one of
the hardest things to ﬁnd in this
world. Something in which you
and another human being can relate
to as something that you both have
gone through together and felt the
same feelings. This is the reason
why most men blab on about
football. Itʼs an easy topic of
conversation and itʼs an interest
that most men can relate to. The
same can be said about the weather.
Itʼs the same method. Itʼs something
we all experience and it can form

an immediate relationship between
two people through a shared
experience.
In the good times, nobody saw
the need to go on about how great
everyone was doing. Either this was
people either being humble or just
unappreciative of how lucky they
were. We all were too busy thinking
about the weekend or how to spend
the money burning a hole in our
pocket.
Nobody went on about how great
they were doing then. You didnʼt
turn on the radio to news discussions
about how the Celtic Tiger was a
lean mean ﬁghting machine able to

hold his own with the strongest of
the worldʼs economies. That would
have been much to uplifting.
Similar to another ﬁghter battling
and succeeding momentarily despite
a humbling history Mike Tyson and
the Celtic Tiger have more in
common then youʼd think. The
Celtic Tigerʼs greed led to be its
downfall.
A man from humble beginnings
punching well above his weight but
was dismissive of his success until
his downfall. Mike now spends his
nights laying into punching bags
in front of crowds in Los Vegas
who heckle him for $10 a pop. Not
that youʼd have the money to go
watch him.
Ireland went from a rural country
crippled with a background of
oppression to becoming a free state
of prosperity and strength. The

similarities are endless. He is a
poetic embodiment of our beautiful
country.
Beautiful but horribly ﬂawed,
these ﬂaws were however excused
during times of success. Until they
became a huge problem and came
back to bite us in the ass (or is that
the ear?) Would anyone like a nice
juicy student loan? Or how about
a 100 per cent mortgage?
I dream of a day when I can turn
on the radio and be bombarded
with positivity. Being negative about
the situation is hardly going to make
things better. So please please stop
moaning. ʻHow you coping with
the recession?ʼ is about three weeks
away from becoming a chat up line,
a shared experience, something we
all search in a world of individuals.
Just please let it be something
else.
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The Recession: Losing
the Blame Game
Eric Doyle

Every day the economy seems
to plummet to new lows; pundits
the world over are struggling to
come up with new euphemisms
to describe our freefalling markets.
Governments, like our own, are
desperately trying to plug their
haemorrhaging public finances
by instituting dramatic cuts across
the board. The ‘Joe the Plumbers’
of this world are seeing their
financial situation flat-line before
their eyes and the hunt for the
scapegoat has begun in earnest.
Depending on your point of
view, the culprits range from the
Yanks, the banks, big business,
the government, the politicians,
the capitalist system, neo-cons
and on and on. The media
constantly reminds us about the
bonuses that the ‘fat cats’ are
benefiting from as the average
family finds its assets crumbling

over-night. The mortality rate of
small businesses, the engine of
the economy is skyrocketing as
the markets contract. Not to put
too fine a point on it things are
pretty dismal looking for capitalism
for the next few years.
But all that said it is important
not to get swept along in the
hyperbole either. The global
economy is on the rocks, in our
own little corner of the world
things are not much better, however
we need to step back and look at
why we are here as opposed to
playing the blame game. The truth
is we all played fast and loose
with the rules of economics over
the past two decades and we are
now paying the price.
When things were good nobody
saw the naivety in taking on huge
debt to fund our twenty-first
century lifestyles.

Since Thatcher’s and Reagan’s
de-regulation approach to finance,
the rest of the world has adopted
the neo-liberal model as foundation
of their economic systems, this
allowed a culture of borrow and
spend to develop, especially in
the West.
As the Washington Consensus
called on increased liberalisation
in national economies, asset
requirements disappeared from
government regulation and banks
and lenders found they could offer
greater loans to an ever widening
pool of customers. As such many
more loans were given than could
be supported.
In turn, spending exploded,
both personal and national;
inf lation in turn was pushed up,
speculation became r ife;
particularly regarding oil futures
amongst other things, which lead

to var ious housing bubbles
bursting, banks and governments
began to find themselves over
extended, debts were called in and
then suddenly the spending spree
became untenable. Globalization,
ensured that these events would
ripple across the world, creating
a global domino effect as one after
a n ot h e r n a t io n’s f i n a n c e s
collapsed.
However, to blame this on the
capitalist system is to shirk
responsibility, because the truth
is we are all culpable.
Everybody took advantage of
the free ride on some level. Greed
is what brought us to where we
are today. Capitalism is reflective
of our own actions; it is a mirror
to our ethics and behaviour.
While de-regulation since the
seventies was a response to the
more rigid and inflexible Keynesian

system, which failed to adapt to
the oil crises of that decade, the
wholesale nature of doing away
with rules was equally damaging.
While it did deliver fantastic shortterm gains for many nations and
people around the world, even in
developing nations, it did so at
the cost of long term sustainability.
It was only a matter of time before
some macro-economic event – such
as the war on terror, the climate
change crisis or the recent oil
crises – would come along and
critically undermine what has
essentially been a global market
based on speculator sentiment.
The reality was that, sooner or
later, our irresponsible regulation
of the economy would lead us
here. It was not because capitalism
is evil, nor was it because free
trade is inherently bad either.
Keynesianism didn’t work because

we over-regulated; neo-liberalism
is failing because we didn’t
regulate enough – we didn’t take
responsibility for the long term
repercussions of our actions, all
we could see is the short term
gains.
So today the banking sector
must now be supported by the
taxpayer who has to go without
any gains of any kind for the
foreseeable future. As we count
these costs we should acknowledge
that while the type of capitalism
of recent years cannot work, it is
not the system per se that brought
us here but how we have used and
abused it. Whether we like it or
not, collectively as individuals,
corporations and governments,
our greed has ensured that this
trough is going to be remembered
as long and deep.

Western Eyes
Diarmuid Healy

The Russian state Duma, or lower house of parliament, has recently
ratiﬁed a bill to station thousands of
troops in the breakaway regions of Georgia, South Ossetia and Abkhazia.
This comes as a result of the short war between Georgia and Russia earlier
this year. This war accurred when Russia claimed that Georgia was treating
the local populations of Abhkazia and South Ossetia, and even made
claims that Georgian troops and civilians were committing genocidal acts
against the populations of these breakaway regions.This bill authorizes
the Russian military to station 7600 troops between the two regions, to
be used by the local government to protect against Georgian attacks.
Russia claims that these troops are necessary to avoid genocidal attacks
by Georgia.
The west immediately condemned Russia for not respecting Georgian
sovereignty and for acting in an overly aggressive manner by occupying
South Ossetia and Abkhazia, and by moving troops into other parts of
Georgia. Many countries pledged support for Georgia, even if the conﬂict
didn’t last long enough for much international support to be needed. To
this day, Nicaragua remains the only country apart from Russia to support
South Ossetia’s and Abkhazia’s right to independence, while the rest of
the world see’s an independent South Ossetia and Abkhazia as a violation
of Georgia’s rights as a country. Even when Russia made claims that
Georgia was committing violent acts, or even genocides, against the
populations of these breakaway regions, the rest of the world dismissed
these as lies and condemned Russia’s actions.
This bill and the short war prior to it are prime examples of how the
west views Russia with mistrust and how western society only accepts
what other western societies do. This is a ridiculous way to have the world,
especially in a day and age where world wide action is needed to stop

things like global warming, energy for the future, and global food price
rises which put millions of people below the bread line every year.
For another comparison, lets look at Israel, a country which enjoys the
full support of the west in everything it does. Israel’s neighbor Iran has
been stepping up its nuclear program for the past few years. No international
bill was ever passed for any action against Iran, despite its nuclear
proliferation. There was also no bills passed for any kind of international
action against Syria, mainly because they hadn’t done anything. Not too
many months ago, Israel launched a surprise bombing raid into Syria
against a target they claimed was a nuclear facility. This was only mentioned
brieﬂy in the news, and there wasn’t even a hint of any international
condemnation of these acts, despite the fact that ﬂying war-planes into
another countries airspace without permission and then bombing that
country is as much of a violation of sovereignty as driving tanks across
a border. On top of this, Israel never even tried to give a reason for this
un-provoked attack. Instead they censored the attack, then censored the
fact that they were censoring it.
As another example of western prejudice against the actions of nonwestern countries, we have the PKK ,or Kurdish Workers Party, of Northern
Iraq and Turkey. The PKK have launched several attacks against the
Turkish population and military inside Turkeys borders. Because of this
Turkey has launched several pursuit and search and destroy actions inside
the Iraqi border. When this was in the news, the media was condemning
Turkey for disrespecting another countries borders.
For a comparison lets take a quick look at America and the middle east.
After invading and occupying Afghanistan and Iraq, Mujahideen freedom
ﬁghters in Afghanistan, and different Islamist freedom ﬁghting groups
in Iraq continued to pose a threat to the occupying forces and local security.
When American intelligence suggested that many Mujahideen freedom
ﬁghters were being trained and stationed in the lawless border regions of

Western media chooses what it wants to see
Pakistan, the US immediately began to put pressure on Pakistan to sort
out the security problems with the mountainous border region. When
Pakistan failed to do this, America decided it needed to take matters into
its own hands. They are currently planning how to deal with this, and
many in the military support cross border attacks into Pakistan, and noone in the media is protesting for Pakistans sovereignty.
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Columnists

Peteʼs Pet Peeves
What really p*sses me off is the level of combined cynicism and fatalism
Irish people have regarding their political system. It all really came out
last week with the budget. Everyone had a right to be p*ssed off, fair
enough, but I hear so much of the same ‘ole fatalism coming out with their
responses. “Fianna Fáil are crap...Fine Gael are even more crap...but what
do you do?” is the general consensus I’ve heard throughout the 25 of 26
counties I’ve travelled across in my extended time here. Italian political
theorists used to have a saying: “trasformismo,” meaning: ‘the more things
change, the more they stay the same’. Tthis is why the Maﬁa still runs the
waste management industry in Italy without too much complaint from
the people or, by default, the government.
The Republic of Ireland has (at least on paper) one of the most truly
and direct democracies in the world, and a small population, which should
(in theory) make it one of the most functional democratic political systems
in the world and one of the most accountable governments to ‘the People’
known to humankind.
Proportional Representation should be reﬂective of your individual and
collective frustrations when you elect a government. You have a Parliamentary
democracy and the ability to vote down Europe for fecks’ sake! Why can
you all not hold your politicians accountable, instead of electing them and
then giving out about them? I always ask ﬁrst year students: “do you all
get the politicians and the governments that you all deserve?”
The answers tend to be mixed, usually all going back to the same thing:
“ah sure, what are we meant to do.”
I’ll tell you what you all are “meant to do”: stop voting for people like
Willie O’Dea just because he’s nice to you when he calls round to your
house asking for a vote, or because he helps your Nan ﬁnd a new landlord!
Pick someone else next time, or stand, yourself, for the seat.
Stop re-enacting the Irish Civil War every time you vote, because your
Nan or your Grand-daddy votes Fianna Fáil or Fine Gael and you think
you’re “meant” to.
Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael should not be deﬁning your respective political
identities – they really aren’t that different anymore as they converged on
the issue of neo-liberalism and the globalisation of neo-liberal capitalism
a long, long time ago!
It is the policies that Fine Gael and Fianna Fáil agreed on from the
1980s onward that has led to Ireland being just as screwed by this globalised
“credit crunch” as every other country that bought into the gluttonous
economic practices of neo-liberal capitalism.
Everyone should take their fair share of individual and collective
responsibility for buying crap (like houses and cars) that they really
couldn’t afford in the ﬁrst place. The two-parties in this country should
bear the cross of responsibility for leading you all to believe that it was
okay to do so but common sense should have told us all better.
I must say, however, (contrary to my general grumpy, giving out, nature)
that I’m very happy with the response to the budget in the past week.
There ﬁnally seemed to be enough of an uproar to actually force change
from within civil society which got, not only Fine Gael to be an actual
opposition party, pressure from ‘the People’ from within Irish civil society
to actually stand up and be counted on the budget—particularly on two
key issues: the way in which the elderly were being screwed and on the
fees issue.
We should be proud to have someone from within Fianna Fáil here at
the University of Limerick (who we all know and love from the Students’
Union) who has fresh ideas for that directionless party known as Fianna
Fáil; who has led the ﬁght and organisation of students on the fees issue.
That’s exactly the type of freshness you all need injected into your political
system and culture. That’s the kind of action you all need. So if you’re
gonna gripe about it, follow his lead and do something about it. Now that
everyone is being screwed on an equal level, you all might actually get
some substance out of your politicians, but don’t stop paying attention to
it again!

I Spy

There are a couple of things that
each student needs to know when
they move to a new city. Stuff like
where to buy the cheapest beer;
what clubs to go to; where you’ll
get the best value for your grocery
money; where the easy girls/guys
hang out – those kinda things.
But pivotal to any student’s life
is where the best post-pub munch
is situated. Being a veteran of
Limerick for three years, I now feel
qualiﬁed to guide you about where
you should be spending your bucks
for a sloppy post-pub feeding session.
You know the one where you wake
up the morning after covered in
ketchup and empty take away tins
strewn across the room reminding
you of your sinful feed.
There are lots of good places to
eat post-pub in Limerick; you just
have to know where to hit. If you
by chance are in town, a few places
deserve honourable mention. These
are the places that you can eat the
food during the day as well and not
feel incredibly ill.
My ﬁrst honourable mention has
to go to Chicken Hut on O’Connell
Street. This ﬁne establishment has
been unfairly termed Chicken Slut

in the past, but I have to say this is
an undeserved title.
I spent the last three years hearing
about this mythical Hillbillies
chicken fillet in Cork. Having
recently sampled it, I have to say
Chicken Hut is better. It’s a ﬁne big
ﬁllet with sauce that will leave you
licking your fingers for hours
(alternatively you could wash them).
Chicken Hut’s gravy is also nice –
just don’t even think about how it’s
made and you’ll be ﬁne. I wouldn’t
skip the queue in there post-pub;
that would be a very bad idea in the
C’Hut.
If chips are your game, then right
by the railway station is Luigi’s, a
classy Italian chipper that does great
chips and a super battered sausage
burger. Chips are always a great
debate in Limerick. Let me tell you,
you won’t go wrong in Luigi’s;
they’re super.
Other top chips are O’Connell
Street Grill (great battered sausages
– home made batter an’ all, like)
and the infamous Donkey Ford’s.
Just don’t expect much more than
chips on the menu in Donkey’s
‘cause you’ll be disappointed!
For kebabs you have Abrakebabra,

obviously, but I would venture down
to Ellen Street – just down from
T’Rooms – to Kebabish where they
have a very solid and tasty Kebab
menu.
So what about Castletroy you
say? Well, I’m not going to tell you
what you already know: Superdine
is great. But there is a marked
difference between what you get
there during the day and at night.
Many have remarked to me that the
food at night is just not the same;
one even claimed they used different
chips?!
Being a savvy and thorough
investigator, I decided to check this
out. This means I couldn’t drink in
the Lodge because I wanted to judge
this as a sober individual, which
was a big sacriﬁce for me. Having
sampled soberly, I have to say that
it isn’t as good as during the day,
but I didn’t feel the chips were
different but I could be wrong.
The main issue I would have with
Superdine is that because they have
no real post-pub competition they
feel like they can charge higher
prices. Just last week I dropped €10
on a Taco Chip and Chicken burger:
that’s crazy. I’m sorry, I felt it was

high time someone mentioned that
they are very expensive!
Rios is absolutely great for cod
and chips and I’d definitely
recommend them; just as good as
Superdine. If it’s variety you’re
looking for, head down to Remix
in Groody for an Aladdin’s cave of
Chinese, Indian , Kebab and the
local stuff too is deﬁnitely a good
option, plus they deliver for €2.00
no matter how much you spend
which is great.
If the budget for the week looks
healthy then there’s a great Chinese
in Annacotty called the Dragon Fly,
and if you want something spicier,
you would smother your mother for
the Chicken Macani in Copper and
Spice.
On Tomas Street, in town, there’s
an Italian restaurant called Bella
Italia which is very reasonable and
super good for take away Italian
dishes. They make their own pasta,
their sauces are good and their
Canolloni is a sexual experience.
Check it out for a special
occasion.
That’s about it so. I’m off to order
a load o’ munch cause and I’m
fecking well hungry now!
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One of the strange things about
the recession is that it probably
won’t have too much of an impact
on the SU ﬁnances. I’m under the
impression that money made from
the SU shop is very good and that
in the few years the SU will be a
very wealthy institution, although
why exactly it needs to be a wealthy
institution is not too clear. Even
if people won’t have enough money
for the shopping trips to New York
to buy half an Abercrombie shop,
they’ll still need their chicken
baguette or breakfast roll when
they’re hung over on a Wednesday
morning after Lodging it the night
before.
Considering the nature of the
SU as the lobby group for the
interests of the disinterested, why
it needs to be run with a proﬁt
motive and why it needs to be
rebranded – however small the
cost – is beyond me.
It exists to represent students
in the various fora where the
University sees it necessary to
have a student representative.
Outside of its lobbying, welfare
and events roles, the SU also
regulates the affairs of Clubs and
Socs but this activity seems to be
more or less entirely delegated to
the Clubs & Societies Development
Ofﬁcer Paul Lee.
The monies given to societies
has come directly from the student
capitation fees and not from the

SU shop’s income - or so I believe.
I think all the Clubs and Socs could
do with more money to waste and
I’m sure the SU would love to run
more programmes helping students
who get into difﬁculties. It is the
prerogative of Clubs and Socs to
waste money however they see
ﬁt.
The money made in the shop is
the students’ money and squirreling
it away for a rainy day under a
different operating name than the
SU’s normal one in the name of
keeping the University’s eyes off
the SU’s income is simply
dishonest.
It is not surprising that the SU
wouldn’t want the University to
know what it makes in the shop
as this would lead to a situation
whereby the University authorities
can argue against any sort of
increase to SU funding, but at the
same time if the institution is
meant to be transparent then it’s
living a lie. Where this money is
going matters. How much is there
and what’s it going to be used
for?
Pa! Damien! Show us the
money!!!
With this extra money that’s
ﬂoating around in the SU’s name
doing nothing but gathering tiny,
miniscule quantities of interest I
have a solution to some of the
University’s money problems and
the SU’s frustration at the lack of

Notes from
the Bath

interest and involvement of
students: corporate sponsorship.
After the SU launched their new
swoopy logo a couple of weeks
ago, ﬁrstly I was bemused as to
why they needed to be re-branded
in the ﬁrst place, then I saw the
logo and reached a whole new level
of bemused-ness. What’s it all

about I asked? Something to do
with the three pillars of a university
education or some such goat crap
as that. Anyway, it’s swoopy and
squiggly and despite my best efforts
indecipherable to the human eye
but nonetheless pretty.
No doubt this new logo of ours
will be coming to a hoody, bottle

From The Working World
The innermost thoughts of a co-op student
15 October 2008
I wonʼt lie. Iʼm writing this on Thursday 16 October. But it represents
yesterdayʼs day at the ofﬁce. So Iʼll write it as if itʼs yesterday. Iʼm doing this
because yesterday I was too hung-over to write it.
Last night a gang of us from my class went to Citibar. Weʼd heard there
were discounts. Any drink we wanted for €2. Anything. By the time we
left that night it was 3am and I was steaming. Wind forward ﬁve hours. Itʼs
morning. Iʼm conked in bed. My alarm is ringing somewhere in the distance.
My mind begins to work. Kind of. “Whereʼs the light switch?... Oh no! Work
today...” My head felt like someone had used it for a game of golf. But not
as the club. No sleeping in for this lecture.
Hangover days in the ofﬁce arenʼt pretty. We call them our tired and
emotional days. Itʼs not admitting anything (hangovers are unprofessional
I hear), but it effectively expresses the state of mind.
Thus begins my day - Iʼm a tired emotional wreck. The secretary notices
immediately. Sheʼs Australian and likes surﬁng and partying. She must have
felt for me because she made me toast. The day got bad quickly. Not only
did I break the toner in the printer but I nearly hole-punched my tie. And
the clock moved so slowly for the entire day.
Then there was my embarrassing moment in front of the second most
senior partner in the ﬁrm. She only wanted to know who ﬁled the newsletter
she was wielding. I knew who ﬁled that newsletter. I could see her face. I
could hear her voice. Iʼve had about 100 conversations with the woman,
weʼve worked together, drank together, eaten together. But her name didnʻt
come. So I pointed at her desk. “The woman who sits there,” I managed.
“You mean Bernie?,” asked the partner incredulously. I didnʼt say anything.
But I nodded, turned around and walked into a glass door. It was UglyBettilicious. I turned around. The partner eyed me with concern and handed
me the ﬁle before wheeling round a stack of folders and out of sight. One of

Columnists

Finn McDufﬁe

the secretaries saw everything. “Tired and emotional?,” she asked, making
a very bad job of concealing a smirk. I wanted to say “F*ck!” but the best
I could manage was a moan.

20 October 2008
Thereʼs talk of Citibar tomorrow night. Sweet.

24 October 2008
Ever got an oddball taxi-driver? A really weird one? The kind that wouldnʼt
surprise you if he said he was seeing a shrink? I did today. But not without
warning.
I needed to deliver documents for work. “Congratulations Finn,” said the
ofﬁce manager, “youʼve got Irelandʼs most stupid taxi-driver on line one.”
I took his call and said Iʼd see him in a minute.
Next thing, weʼre on our way and the taxi driver is talking about a trip
he made to a Limerick hotel where he was served a fried egg. But this fried
egg was cooked with a desert spoon. In all his years as a chef at the Gresham
Hotel, Dublin, heʼd never seen anyone cook an egg with a spoon. The plot
thickens. The egg burst and he told the chef to cook another. Suddenly, a
loud horn sounds in the trafﬁc and heʼs just cut off a driver who gives him
the ﬁnger. He halts the vehicle; starts hyperventilating. In the middle of rush
hour trafﬁc in Dublinʼs city centre. He exits the vehicle and I stay put - meter
still running. I see him in the wing mirror. Heʼs having a heated argument
with the driver he just cut off. Meanwhile, the trafﬁc is moving again. My
driver returns. But far from continuing to drive; he leaves the vehicle in the
middle of the road just long enough to cause his adversary to miss the green
light. Cunning. But back to the egg.

of water and foolscap to an SU
shop near you soon. But what about
the PowerPoint or sweatshirt of
y o u r Tu e s d a y m o r n i n g
Macroeconomics lecture?
Through some well placed
product placement and event
sponsorship - lectures and tutorials
- the SU could make people more

aware of its existence and activities.
Imagine the scene - you walk in
to your lecture and your lecturer
is wearing a sporty, new ULSUbranded (indecipherably) t-shirt
advertising An Focal or the bike
purchasing programme. Imagine,
it could even be used to advertise
the AGM.

A Fresh Approach
Jason Kennedy

Diary of a First Year

There was something strangely different about the campus during the
open days. It wasn’t the collection of uniforms on display, or the fact that
it was lashing rain, because I was expecting all that. For the past two months,
daytime life around the campus was surprisingly laid back and calm. But
for those two days it seemed like madness, especially around the Living
Bridge. After weeks walking across the bridge at 8:50 with a bag full of
library books, the novelty of a bridge that occasionally bounces a bit every
now and then has well and truly worn off. It was strange to see a group of
seven lads in blue uniforms leap and stomp all over the bridge, dying to see
if it would bounce for them. I also decided to talk to people from my old
school and see how things are getting on in the auld alma mater. In fact, I
wasted two days off talking to people I could’ve talked to at the weekend
instead of catching up on the crazy number of assignments I’ve been landed
with. Whoever says ﬁrst year is a doss is a liar.
I think parts of the journalism course are quite hard. It seems like all the
people I’ve had to interview for assignments think I’m a charity case; a
charity not worth answering. In the last few weeks I’ve had to interview
two of the least liked people in Irish society - politicians and bankers. After
my limited communications with them, I like them even less. Ten minutes
is all I wanted, but they weren’t biting. I ended up getting so fed up with
the stubbornness of my potential interviewees, that I decided to ask one of
my lecturers would it be acceptable to say I work for a bona ﬁde newspaper,
rather than for coursework. She didn’t seem too impressed and simply said
“Don’t lie; lying is bad.” Still, I’m tempted to see if the possibility of a little
bit of publicity would make them a little chattier.
For some reason, I’ve decided to put the growing coursework and
assessments in front of going out, yet I still feel it piling on. Back in
Cappavilla, my living room is currently decked in a variety of Halloween
decorations. There are pumpkin cut-outs on the window, ghosts on the wall
and skulls hanging off the ceiling. It looks like a scene from a Tim Burton
ﬁlm and lends to some interesting looks on visitors’ faces.
We’ve also invested in the luxury of a Dunnes microwave. No more
boiling microwave pasta for us. All we need now is a dishwasher and we’re
laughing
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Student Speak

As the UL Clubs & Societies Local Lotto hits massive
jackpots reaching €1400, Eamon Heavey asks UL
how they would spend such fortunes

Sean Keating
2nd Year, Environmental Science
Buy Diggie Dignum some dignity...I think
he lost it in the Icon!

Trisha O’Brien
Buy a big bomb and blow up the
university! Stress!

Dermot Marley
1st Year, Law Plus
A ridiculously good holiday,
let’s be honest about it

Daithí Speaks
2nd Year, Arts
Beer!

Diggie Dignum
A weekend in a
lapdancing club, let’s be honest
about it.

Elvira Iliyasova
3rd Year, Business
€1400? I’d buy DJing decks.

Derek Daly
4th Year, Business
I’d pay off my car loan.

Enda Curren
3rd Year, Mechanical Engineering
Limited Slip Differential for my
gorgeous BMW!

David McMahon
Either one €1400 hooker or
1400 €1 hookers...
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UL Library

Shane O’Callaghan - Education Ofﬁcer

At ﬁrst, it doesn’t really seem necessary to do an introduction to the
service of the library. There’s the internet, and occasionally if you need
them, books.
However, as the semester progresses, students tend to ﬁnd themselves
spending more and more time in the library. As well as ordinary books,
the library is also home to innumerable journals, both in physical form
and online. In recent years, books to be read for entertainment have
been added to the library.
There are a wide range of services available in the library, from
laptop clinics to self-service machines. There are also, of course, the
computer facilities, as well as wireless access throughout the building.
Also, as of this month, the Plaza café located in the library is open
until nine, allowing those studying late in the evening a chance to get
refreshments to keep them going.
The library is currently undergoing redevelopment, and within a
few years, will be even bigger and better, with 2011 seeing the potential
opening of an extension of the building, while a revamp of the current

building and services is also underway.
The library can be an extremely useful service, particularly in the
weeks leading up to exams. However, make sure not to abuse this service.
There will usually be plenty of other students around, so keep the noise
down so that everyone can study.
If you’re not sure of anything in the library, ask. The library has a
support staff in place to assist with any problems that may arise. Make
sure to get acquainted with the library, take the audio tour, or just ask
for help if you can’t ﬁnd what you want. The key thing to remember is
that, as a service, you can only get beneﬁts from it if you understand
it.

PSA Notes

Latex Gloves

Good day students of UL. After
three weeks of crutches and no
Lodging, Iʼms that the PSA AGM
took place and a number of
developments arose from the meeting.
Firstly there were some new members
elected to the PSA executive as Michael
Bourke M.A. in European Integration
was elected unopposed as the Deputy
President of the Association for this
year. Last year Michael was the
Treasurer of the Association and it is
great to have him back on board again
for this year. Ciara McCorley PhD
Candidate in the Department of Politics
and Public Administration was elected
as the Events ofﬁcer for this year and
it is fantastic to have Ciara as part of
the team this year. There were also
elections held for non executive
positions in the form of Faculty Ofﬁcers
and Helen Basini PhD Candidate in
the Department of Politics and Public
Administration became the new PSA
Faculty Ofﬁcer for the Faculty of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences.
There are two other executive
positions which are open currently
for nominations and they are the
positions of Publicity Ofﬁcer and
Treasurer. There are three other faculty
positions available also for the Faculties
of Science and Engineering, Education
and Health Sciences and the Kemmy
Business School. Should you wish to
nominate yourself for any of these
positions then you can contact me at
emma.murphy@ul.ie
There were some lengthy discussions
at the meeting surrounding the
Postgraduate Charter and the relevance
of the charter in relation to tutoring
and demonstrating. This topic has

been on the agenda for numerous years
and students again expressed their
concerns in relation to the charter and
the problems which have been arising
in various departments when the
charter is not being adhered to. I have
promised to follow up these concerns
which I will do in the coming
weeks.
Just a quick word on the Common
Room; the room is for use by
Postgraduate Students only and I
would really appreciate if that could
be respected. Over the past few weeks
numerous things such as two new
beanbags, drums of coffee, board
games and the contribution jar have
all been taken from the room. Also
the milk and papers which are put
into the room on a daily basis are for
use in the room only. The milk is for
tea and coffee purposes only and the
papers (including sections or parts of
pages) should not be removed from
the Common room. Should this
continue then I will have no option
but to cut the opening hours of the
room to 8am-6pm instead of 8am-11pm
as it is now.
Away from the operational side
and just to brief you on some of the
things to look forward to over the
coming weeks; The Student Parent
Christmas Party, The Postgraduate
Christmas Party and the Annual
Postgraduate Studentsʼ Association
Charity Ball which will take place
very early in the second semester.
Also just to remind you that the Stables
run a postgraduate night every Friday
night and for more details you can
contact me or Declan in the Stables.
Also if you are running class parties
donʼt hesitate to contact me for advice
should you need it.
I will be publishing my Outlook
Calendar to all students so that you
can see the times which I will be in
my ofﬁce and available for one to one
meetings. Have a good fortnight and
contact me if you need anything.
Emma

OPENING HOURS:
Monday to Friday 8.30am to 11.00 pm
Saturday/ Sunday 9am to 5.30pm
Website: http://www.ul.ie/~library/

Description
A barrier method that a man and woman can use to help prevent sexually
transmitted infections, including HIV being transferred between partners.

How it Works
The safest way to carry out ﬁsting or ﬁngering (putting your ﬁngers or
ﬁst in your partnerʼs vagina or anus) is to wear a latex surgical glove and
use lots of water-based lube. Wearing latex gloves is especially advised if
you have cuts or sores on your hands and/or your partner is on her
period.

Advantages
•
•
•
•

•

Helps prevent the transfer of STIs and other bodily ﬂuids
Latex gloves are available from all chemists, and all labs if you are
lucky enough to be a science student
Can be used with other methods to practice safer sex e.g. glyde
dams, dental dams, condoms
Should be used with other methods of contraception to prevent
pregnancy including, for example, the pill if have full penetrative
sex
No medical side effects

Drawbacks
•
•
•

Like putting on a condom or wiping out a glyde dam, introducing
latex gloves to your sex regime can be a bit awkward at ﬁrst.
Latex gloves can get damaged if an oil-based lubricant is used
They are not very discrete to be carrying around in your pocket or
handbag

Let’s talk about sex baby!
An Focal sex columnist Annie Glyde-Dammes

During the week sometime, I think it was midway through an episode
of Eastenders, it occurred to me that the world is full of couples engaged
in dramatic relationships. You know the type, he makes some sarcastic
comment, she ﬂies off the handle, he tells her to calm down, that makes
her angrier, screaming ensues and so forth. Inevitably it all ends in some
rampant sex session on the ﬂoor and/or other uncomfortable yet suitably
dramatic place. I often wonder though, if relationships like that are healthy.
If you exist on a series of highs and lows with nothing constant and nothing
boring, can you really be happy?
I ask myself that question regularly because as anyone who has witnessed
my relationships will know, they rarely run smoothly or drama- and ﬁghtfree. For some reason I am a drama magnet. But less about me and back
to the topic at hand.
If you’re constantly arguing in a relationship, is it possible to be truly
secure and happy? I think yes and no and it all depends.
On the one side there are two people in a relationship who are just
naturally argumentative and thrive on confrontation – I don’t necessarily
think that’s a bad thing. It’s a personality clash but it’s workable. Often
times it just takes a little respect and perspective to stop whatever the
latest argument is from turning into an all-out brawl.
It’s when the arguing and screaming is all you have to interact and to
create passion that there tends to be a problem. You’re ecstatic when the
highs come, but the lows... they’re a whole different kettle of ﬁsh – up
until the make-up sex, that is. To everybody else it seems like those
relationships are effectively over, though naturally that’s a lot harder for
the couple to see. In a relationship like that when are you just run-of-themill happy? When do you stop bouncing from one extreme to the next?
When do you get to take a break from it all? But probably the most important
question, do you want to take a break?
Facing facts, we’re all individuals with choices. If you’re a drama-loving
ﬁghter, you can always just choose to stop – I know, easier said than done
because it’s the way you’ve behaved all you’re life and that’s tough to
change. But just suck it up and do it. Every time you’re poised on the edge
of the cliff overlooking the sea labelled “Start of Fight” just turn around
and walk back.
The easiest test to ﬁgure out if you’re a drama-loving ﬁghter is to think
of the last argument you had with your partner – can you remember what
your point was and does it still mean something important to you now?
If the answer to either of these is ‘no’ then you know what you are!!
As for you who seek out dramatic ﬁghters as partners, I don’t blame
you. They’re exciting and a challenge. Just remember that sometimes the
challenge becomes all that’s left.
Look at what you really want in a partner and if that’s constant arguments,
passion, drama, uncertainty, unpredictability then go for it. Just know
what you’re getting into and know that, sometimes, though walking away
isn’t easy, it’s often the best thing to do.
In the meantime, though, and before you start making any life-changing
decisions, enjoy that make-up sex. At least that drama is good for
something
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Welfare Working Group: Sexual Health Survey
Cut out and ﬁll in this survey to be in with a chance to win some prizes! Return completed surveys to the Studentsʼ Union reception or Welfare Ofﬁce.

Sexual Activity
1) Which of these bases have you tried out?
•

First Base- Kissing

�

•

Second Base- Manual Handling

�

•

Third Base- Oral Introduction

�

•

Fourth Base- The Whole Hog (vaginal/anal)

�

2) Lets Talk About Sex Baby- Who do you turn to about sex?
•

Your Partner

�

•

Your Parents

�

•

Your Friends

�

•

Your Priest during confession

�

•

Other:..............................

Protection

3) How often do you practise safe sex?
•

Always

�

•

Most of the time

�

•

Sometimes

�

•

Never

�

•

Only if my partner insists

�

4) When do you use protection?
(Tick more than one answer if necessary)
•

For Second Base

�

•

For Third Base

�

•

For Fourth Base

�

•

Or only for full-on intercourse/penetration

�

5) What kind of protection do you use?
•

Condom

�

•

The Pill

�

•

Yes

�

•

Condom and Pill

�

•

No

�

•

Female condom

�

•

If yes, how many? .......................................

•

Other:..................................

10) Have you ever had an STI or STD?

Let’s Get Physical

6) What is your favourite position?

•

Yes

�
�

•

No

•

Missionary

�

•

If yes, which one(s):.......................................

•

Doggy

�

11) Do any of the following embarrass you?

•

Cowgirl

�

•

Buying condoms

•

The double-kangaroo scissor kick.

�

•

Calling sexual organs by their proper names, and not

•

Other:...................................

7) When are you most likely to, ahem, “do it”?

referring to them as your ʻbitsʼ

�

•

Talking about STIs or asking for sexual advice

�

�

•

Putting on / asking someone to put on a condom

�

Brunch

�

12) Where on campus would you most like to get down and dirty?

After Home and Away

�

•

The Library

•

After a Night Out

�

•

Ski Slope

�

•

All Night Long

�

•

Venus Labs

�

•

Iʼm a morning glory person

•
•

Sexual Health Checks
8) Concerning your number of sexual partners, are you...

�

•

Schumann Fountain

�

•

Photocopying Room in the Students Union

�

•

The Living Bridge

�

•

Romeo and Juliet (1 partner)

�

•

Lothario (1+)

�

•

Casanova (10+)

�

If you would like to be in with the chance of winning one of our two

•

James Bond (25+)

�

great prizes for ﬁlling in this survey, please provide your ID number or

•

A Character from Sex and the City (50+)

�

email address below. Prizes include return Ryanair ﬂights and an Ipod

•

Gene Simmons (4,000+)

�

Nano.

•

Obviously lying (10,000+)

�

9) Have you ever had an STI or STD test?

Prizes Gallore

ID Number:...................................
Email Address:..............................................................................

ULSU Nitelink - Timetable forAcademic Year 2008/09
Route A 19:00, 20:30, 22:00,
Stop 1:
Stop 2:
Stop 3:
Stop 4:
Stop 5:
Stop 6:
Stop 7:
Stop 8:
Stop 9:
Stop 10:

�

Dromroe Village
Thomand Village
Cappavilla Village
Plassey Village
College Court
Groody Student Village
Courtyard Student Village
Brookﬁeld Hall
Parkview Hall
Park Mews (Kielys)

Returns to UL via Flag Pole Entrance

Route B 19:45, 21:15, 22:45,
Stop 1:
Stop 2:
Stop 3:
Stop 4:
Stop 5:
Stop 6:
Stop 7:
Stop 8:
Stop 9:

Kilmurry Village
Elm Park
Oaklawns
Kilmurry Lodge
Brierﬁeld (Back of the Estate)
Woodhaven
Annacotty (Synotts)
Spar (Dublin Road Bus Stop)
Courtyard/Brookﬁeld Roundabout

Returns to UL via East Gate entrance
Route C 23.30 Only
Route A+B Stops on Request
Drop off only
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Ents Listings
Penguin Session
feat. Nell Bryden
- Tuesday November 4th
- Javas 8pm
- €5 on the door
Nell joins us all the way from New
York and is a friend of UL Ents so
much of a friend that she has let us
stay in her apartment. So weʼre
bringing her over to share her music
and give you a chance to see her
before shes gets all famous on us.

Her last gig in Ireland was a support
slot for the Counting Crows in the
Olympia so she is doing ok for
herself and deﬁnitely on the way
up. Any Ian Dempsey listeners (if
anyone gets up that early) might
recognise her as the girl from New
York who did a cover version of
Bob The Builder live on air a few
weeks back. She rocks; check her
out.
BYO Comedy Club presents
Jarlath Regan & Guests

- Tuesday November 11th
- SU Common Room 8pm
- €7 on the door
- Bring Your own Drink - 6 Can
Limit - Its like a night in except
your out!!!!!
Two things to say about this gig
1. About the comedian - If you like
your comedy smart and relentlessly
funny then youʼll love Jarlath Regan.
Whether on television or radio, in
comedy clubs or corporate events,

since 2003 Jarlath has been making
audiences all over Ireland and the
U.K. howl with laughter at his
inspired one-liners, razor-sharp
observations and twisted greeting
cards. A ﬁnalist in the BBC and
Channel 4 new comedy awards at
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, today
he is recognised as the “one to watch”
in the new generation of exciting
comedians emerging from Ireland.
His recent TV show “no one knows
Jarlath Regan” now means that some
people do indeed know Jarlath
Regan.... hereʼs your chance to join
the in crowd.
2. About the Gig - We have noticed
crowd numbers dropping off at comedy
gigs so we decided to try a new format.
Weʼve decided to run it upstairs in the
SU in the common room. Itʼs a bringyour-own gig so once you pay
admission you can Bring Your Own
drink. It makes for a cheap night out
and with all the couches up there you
could call it a night in!! Come along
and check it out. Who knows? If it
goes well we might do more than
comedy up there.
Ross O’Carroll Kelly - Mr S &
the Secrets of Andorra’s Box
- Readings from Paul Howard
- Wednesday November 12th
- Jean Monet 8pm

- Free Gig
You canʼt beat a bit of Rosser on a
Saturday and come to think of it
you canʼt beat a bit of Rosser on a
Wednesday. Paul Howard joins us
to reading from his latest instalment

of Dublin 4 poster boy Ross
OʼCarroll Kelly. Itʼs been a great
gig for the last two years so make
sure you come along and join us for
a night of poking fun at the D4
heads...and remember itʼs free!
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Christmas Appeal

Operation Christmas Child
Whatʼs that all about then?
Operation Christmas child was set up in North Wales back in the early
1990s when most of us were only little toddlers ourselves. It began to
operate out of Ireland in 1998 and has run successfully for the past ten
years. The idea behind the whole process is to give children living in war
torn countries, in the midst of natural disasters and in some of the poorest
conditions a Christmas worth remembering. Of the eight million children
worldwide who have received shoeboxes last year, 287,000 of which came
from Ireland; many had never received a Christmas present ever before.
Can you imagine a childhood were Christmas day was just like every other
day?!
The Christmas shoeboxes are distributed in over one hundred countries
worldwide but mainly in Africa, Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union. The shoeboxes ﬁlled in Ireland are given to children in Romania,
Belarus, Croatia, Ukraine, Armenia, Mozambique, Swaziland, Kosovo,
Lesotho and Zimbabwe. In the past decade over two million children living
in orphanages, street-kid shelters and in hospitals have beneﬁted from
shoeboxes made in Ireland.
This year the Studentsʼ Union are asking the students and staff of UL to

“...many had
never received a
Christmas present
ever before...”

get involved in this worthwhile cause to help make a difference in the life
on a child thousands of miles away but who is just like your little brother
or sister, your cousin, your next door neighbour, or son or daughter. The
beauty of this appeal is that it is so cheap; if you end up spending more
than €10 ﬁlling your shoebox then youʼve spent too much! All the information
needed on what to include and what not to include in your boxes is listed
in this edition of An Focal and is also available from the Studentsʼ
Union.
Operation Christmas Child is the best known project of the Samaritansʼ
Purse charity. Emergency Relief in the worldʼs major disasters is the core
activity of Samaritansʼ Purse. They are also involved in community
development projects as well as promoting HIV/AIDS awareness worldwide.
More information on Operation Christmas Child and Samaritansʼ Purse
can be found on www.samaritanspurse.ie.

Six Simple Steps to making your Christmas
Shoebox
1 Find an empty medium-size adult shoe box, which means no childrenʼs
shoeboxes or gigantic man size ones. Cover the box in Christmas paper,
available very cheaply on the side at this time of year. Make sure to wrap
the lid and box separately.
2 Decide whether your gift will be for a BOY or a GIRL, and which age
category. The boy sticker or girl sticker is available from the Studentsʼ
Union along with all the other information youʼll need. Tick the appropriate
box, and tape this to the outside of the lid on the top right as you would a
stamp on a letter
3 Fill the shoe box with the gifts listed below. Please donʼt wrap any items
individually or overﬁll your box.
4 Please enclose €3 or more in an envelope. Place the envelope inside
the box, but on the top of the gifts so that it is clearly visible when it is
opened. Your €3 goes towards the promotion, transport, processing and
distribution costs of running the project.
5 Secure the lid with an elastic band, and remember do not seal the box
as has to be checked to make sure it meets customs requirements and does
not contain any unsuitable items.

6 Return your Christmas shoebox to the Studentsʼ Union no later than
Friday of Week Ten.

Some Ideas Of What To Include In Your
Shoebox
Toys – something to love

Small ball, cuddly toy, ﬁnger puppet, jigsaw, yo-yo, some logo (endless
hours of happy childhood memories come ﬂooding back with that word),
small musical instrument like the tin whistle or a harmonica, For girls – doll,
clip-on earrings, make up or hair accessories and For boys – trucks or
cars.

Educational Supplies – something to do

Markers, crayons, colouring pencils, pencil sharpener, rubber, copy book,
chalk and a mini black board, colouring book, pencil case, stickers, notepad,
picture / puzzle book like the kind that can keep you occupied for hours
on the train

Hygiene Stuff – something to use

Toothbrush and toothpaste (make sure itʼs sealed to prevent it from exploding
and covering everything in a minty fresh goo), hairbrush, comb, hair clips,
wrapped soap, facecloth.

And if youʼre really stuck...something to eat or wear

Gloves, hat, scarf, sunglasses, cap, hat, socks or jocks, knickers...just
remember to keep it small and it must be new; donʼt try and fob them off
with your old, worn mittens.
Sweets are also ok to include but sell-by date must be at least March next
year, chocolate is not ok to include because with all the travelling it may
melt and fuse with the toothpaste to form a minty, chocolaty mess.

Things not to include in your shoebox:
-Food any edible items such as tinned food, crisps, biscuits, cakes, they
donʼt travel well. Sweets are ok so long as their sell-by date is at least
March next year.
-Medicine: any medicine or vitamins. No matter how much your mother
swears by cod liver oil the children will not thank you for inﬂicting the
taste of it on them!
-War-related Items: toy guns, soldiers or knives. Fun ʻn all as playing cops
and robbers was when you were four some these children are growing up
surrounded by violence so why not give them a fancy toy car instead.
-Clothing: larger items of clothing are not suitable because they will take
up too much room. Imagine how disappointed youʼd be in all you got in
your shoebox is a cheap Penniesʼ hoodie. Think small; gloves, a hat, scarf,
socks or other small items like knickers. All clothing should be new.
-Fragile Items such as glass or mirrors. Donʼt add seven years bad luck as
well as everything else on the poor children leave the mirrors to the vain
D4 crowd and the glasses ornaments to your great aunt Betty.
- Liquids of any kind. Remember these boxes have to travel thousands of
air miles before reaching their destination and just think of any liquid
explosion youʼve experienced be it shampoo or shower gel all over everything,
not the kind of surprise the children are expecting on Christmas
morning.
-Dangerous items including sharp objects like scissors, razors or marbles.
Donʼt joke about the marbles; more people were killed in marble related
incidents last year than by falling trees.
- Books with words. Ann and Barry may have stood the test of time in
your eyes but to the children of Africa, Eastern Europe and the Former
Union English words just look like funny shapes.
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Things looking up for
UL senior hurlers
Liam Togher

After two group games in the
senior hurling league, there are some
very encouraging signs from the UL
team. They were beaten by crosstown nemeses LIT in their ﬁrst match,
but the margin was only one point
and the performance was more than
respectable. A week later, Ger
Cunninghamʼs side travelled to
Dangan to take on NUI Galway and
came away with a convincing 4-15
to 1-16 victory.
The win in Galway was just reward
for one of the most spirited

performances by a UL senior hurling
team for many a year. From 1 to 15
the players set about their task with
enviable professionalism and passion
while a number of substitutes came
on to do their prospects of breaking
into the first team no harm
whatsoever. Pat Kelly in goal was
simply magniﬁcent and he was ably
assisted by a teak-tough full-back
line in front of him. Jim-Bob
McCarthy at centre half-back gave
a splendid performance while the
UL midﬁeld was dominant throughout

“one of the most spirited
performances by a UL
senior hurling team for
many a year”

the game. Frank Galvan got better
as the game progressed. Ryan
OʼDwyer led the attack with a tidy
and effective display. There were
also big impressions made by Martin
Walsh, Donagh Stack and substitute
Emmet OʼMahony.
Luck rather than inability was
the main factor in hindering the
progress of UL senior hurlers last
year and the emphatic defeat of
NUIG announced to every college
hurling side in the country that UL
mean business. If this performance

is anything to go by, many of the
senior players who were missing
due to co-op, teaching practice and
Erasmus will have a lot to do if they
are to regain their places in an
increasingly strong team.
UL team v NUIG: P Kelly, S
Wynne, P Codd, B Fox, E Ryan, JB
McCarthy, K OʼGorman, F Galvan,
C Mahon, M Walsh, R OʼDwyer, B
Sheehan, L Duane, D Stack, G Scales.
Subs: J Dempsey, M Malone, M
Rafter, P OʼDwyer, D OʼDwyer, J
Mackey, C Mackey, E OʼMahony.

UL
UL Continue on
Impress In their Winning
League
Ways
Opener
by Richael O’Brien

by Richael O’Brien

UL 4-0 NUIG
The UL Womenʼs soccer team
made the best possible start to the
season as they put four past the
Galway side on Wednesday of week
6. The game was played in the
Salthill Devonʼs facilities at Drom,
just outside Galway city. UL, who
dominated the game from start to
ﬁnish, no doubt beneﬁtted from the
wide, and well kept playing surface.
It was Lynsey McKey who opened
ULʼs scoring account for the season.
There was little the NUIG keeper
could do about McKeyʼs shot from
the edge of the box as it looped over
her head and into the top corner
early in the ﬁrst half. UL continued
to threaten and it wasnʼt long before
they were 2-0 as Richael OʼBrien
ﬁnished off a clever one two with
Captain Kacey OʼDriscoll. UL
could have had a few more before
the end of the half, but Niamh

Mulcahy saw her long range effort
hit the crossbar, while OʼDriscoll
shot just over, before the end of the
half.
The second half was a similar
affair, as OʼDriscoll again put
OʼBrien through to make it three.
The scoring was ﬁnished off by
Jenny Critchley, last yearʼs top scorer.
The UL defence dealt admirably
with any attacks which came their
way, thus giving Laoise OʼDriscoll
a relatively quiet afternoon between
the posts. There is great depth in
the squad which could be seen by
the calibre of the substitutes
introduced. The management team
of Mike Considine and Sean Hehir
were very satisfied with this
comfortable win. In a rare moment
of harmony between Kacey
OʼDriscoll and a referee, the UL
captain was awarded ʻplayer of the
matchʼ by the ofﬁcial. UL face the
Garda College away in their next
game on Wednesday of week 7.

UL 4 – 0
The UL womenʼs soccer team made it two win out of two by beating
the Garda College 4-1 in Templemore on Wednesday of Week 7. UL
dominated early exchanges and Lynsey McKey was unlucky to have
a penalty appeal refused as she was clean through on goal. UL had
a number of shots on goal before Richael OʼBrien tapped in from
close range, as the garda keeper failed to deal with a Lynsey McKey
shot. Despite continued pressure on the garda goal, UL didnʼt extend
their advantage until mid way through the second half. Lynsey McKey
crossed the ball excellently from the left wing, causing a mix up
between defender and goalkeeper, and allowing Jenny Critchley to
steal in with ULʼs second. The Garda college were beginning to pose
a threat to the UL goal however, and it took a fantastic penalty save
from keeper Laoise OʼDriscoll to ensure the two goal advantage.
UL continued to press, and it was Critchley again, who made it
three, as the Gardai failed to clear from a corner. The garda goal
came soon after, but proved only to be a consolation score. Emer
Flatley wrapped up the scoring for UL late on, when she headed in
from a Niamh Mulcahy delivery. Another solid performance from
the womenʼs soccer team, but they will know that a tougher test lies
ahead, when they face IT Sligo in Week 9 in the first home game of
the season. Sligo have been ULʼs closest rivals for the past number
of years and were runners up to UL in the league last season.

“Lynsey McKey
was unlucky to
have a penalty
appeal refused as
she was clean
through on goal”
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Handballers’ IV boast
UL
successful weekend
Sailorsʼ
weekend
“Charlie won his
success
ﬁrst game playing
Rachel Cronin

This year the beginnerʼs weekend
took the UL sailors to the town of
Dingle in Co. Kerry. With twenty
people meeting at the Stables on
Friday evening, we made our way
down to Dingle. We stayed in four
holiday homes which were perfectly
situated next to the activity centre
where we would be sailing for the
weekend.
We got off to an early start on
Saturday morning where we were
provided with wet gear and various
types of boats. We took out 5 boats
and sailed around the bay for the
morning. However, gusty winds and
heavy rain stopped us sailing in the

afternoon. On Saturday night we
checked out the nightlife of Dingle
where an Elvis impressionist provided
the entertainment. Good fun was
had by all.
Spirits were high on Sunday
morning as the weather conditions
were perfect for a great day on the
water. With a light breeze and not a
cloud in sight, six boats were rigged
and the basic concepts of sailing were
thought. As we sailed into the bay,
we were greeted by Dingles local
celebrity, Funghi the dolphin who
stayed with us for the duration of the
day. Overall Dingle was a great
success. Fun was had by all and
everyone experienced a taste of
sailing.

From 17 to 19 October, UL Handball club travelled to Sligo to take
part in the 60x30 Intervarsities. The competition was held at various
venues in Sligo, Galway, and Roscommon. Competition started on
Friday evening with the preliminary rounds of the singles and team
competitions and all competitions were ﬁnished by Saturday evening.
First up in the Ladiesʼ was Deirdre Donohoe and Edel Finnegan in
the Ladies A doubles but the girls were unlucky and were beaten by
their club mates from Roscommon Marianna and Hilary Rushe. In the
Ladiesʼ A singles Deirdre lost in the quarter ﬁnal to Hilary but made
up for it when winning the A plate ﬁnal beating Katie Costello from
DIT. In the Ladies B, Edel lost the semi ﬁnal to her opponent from DIT
after winning the quarter ﬁnal playing very well.
In the Menʼs A singles, Cathal Hannon was the only competitor from
UL. In his ﬁrst game he lost to Chris Doolin of Sligo IT, the eventual
runner up and in the plate semi ﬁnal was unlucky against UCDʼs Patrick
Clerkin who went on to win that competition.
The B singles included Charlie Nolan and Neil Crehan. Charlie won
his ﬁrst game playing very well winning 11-4 in the tiebreaker after
two very close games. In the quarter ﬁnal he was unlucky against Shane
Hayes of NUIG after losing the ﬁrst game 11-10. Neil was also out of
luck losing his ﬁrst game against the eventual winner. This put him into
the plate competition where he played well winning two games before
losing the semi ﬁnal to his opponent Danny Riordan from Tralee IT.
However, the Menʼs C competitors had more success. Mark Donovan
lost his ﬁrst game which put him into the C Plate competition where he
reached the ﬁnal but lost out to his opponent Eoin McCafferty from
DIT. The other 3 competitors, Gary Hassett, Hugh Fitzpatrick and John
Peppard were successful in their ﬁrst round putting them into the quarter
ﬁnal. Here Gary and Hugh lost out while John had another convincing
victory putting him into the semi ﬁnal. Once again John was in top form
winning well again and he continued this in the ﬁnal beating NUIGʼs
Darren OʼNeill 11-5 11-6 and winning his ﬁrst Intervarsities title.
The Menʼs C team of John, Gary Mark and Hugh also reached the
ﬁnal and won this well. The lads were 37 points up with a game of
singles left so were too far ahead to be caught which landed them the

title.
Overall an enjoyable and successful weekend was had by all. Next
up is the 40x20 Team Championships in Belfast on 22nd-23rd November
where over 20 competitors hope to take part. Training continues every
week and new members are always welcome. You can join up by emailing ulhandball@gmail.com

very well
winning 11-4 in
the tiebreaker
after two very
close games.”

Surf’s Up In Lahinch
For Ul Kayakers
Siobhan Hinchy

A lone kayaker in Lahinch

Friday 3 October saw over 50
UL kayakers board a bus for the
annual freshers trip to Lahinch in
anticipation of a weekend of fun,
frolics, fancy dress and of course
some kayaking in one of Co. Clareʼs
friendlier surf locations. In total
nearly 80 people attended the
weekend from freshers through to
some not so fresh.
Tender heads woke up bright
and early Saturday morning to dish
out breakfast and hit the waves.
After a run through the basics the
group hit the water on what was a
dull and difﬁcult surf day. With
little time between waves, and
strong winds it proved a challenging

day even for the experienced
paddlers. This didnʼt deter very
many and an army of coloured
plastic was seen ﬂying along the
crest of many a wave. A few
unfortunate board surfers also
ﬂoated into the kayakerʼs territory
and were nearly mistaken as speed
bumps by some of the really
enthusiastic kayakers.
Saturday evening provided some
chill out time, the traditional spag
bol and fancy dress. The locals
found it somewhat amusing to see
the green giant, four ribena berries,
meteor mobile genie and many
more characters walking the streets
of this surfer town. One local was
noted to leave a local premises
remarking, “you know youʼve had
too much to drink when you see

snap, crackle and pop walk through
the door”.
Sundayʼs surf conditions made
up for everything that Saturdayʼs
had thrown at us, with sunny skies,
calm winds, and gentler surf. The
group headed back out showing
some pretty stylish moves after
their sharp learning curve the
previous day. The perfect end to
a great weekendʼs surf.
Saturdayʼs bad weather left us
with a treat in store as the rain had
risen the water level of the local
rivers. On Sunday after we rounded
up the last of the surfers ﬁve of the
more advanced kayakers got to run
Enistymon falls, a continuous grade
4 section of the river less than ten
minutes from Lahinch. Many of
the freshers watched in awe as

these kayakers nailed their lines
down 10-foot drops with accuracy
and speed.
The next trip is the Killarney
whitewater weekend which took
place at the end of week 8, Saturday
1 - Sunday 2 November. Another
excellent weekend was had by the
kayakers, only building on the
precedent set out by Lahinch.
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Rugby Sevens Just Miss Out
Vivion Grisewood

UL Menʼs rugby team attended
the Munster 7ʼs rugby tournament
on Wednesday last, 8th October,
hosted in Cork by CIT. Fourteen
players were sent from UL, to try
and retain the title of Munster
Champions, which UL won last
year. Our first game was against
hosts CIT, who boasted a much
larger squad than UL. On what
must have been one of the hottest

Mixed
start on
the
football
front
Liam Togher

After two group stage games for
both UL senior and intermediate
footballers, their league hopes hang
in the balance. The trips to Tralee
IT and UCC provided what can only
be described as mixed results. Cian
OʼNeillʼs senior team got off to a
ﬁne start in Kerry by defeating Tralee
IT on a scoreline of 3-6 to 1-10.
However, they were quickly brought
crashing to terra firma by a
resounding 11-point defeat in Cork.
UL were not helped by the absence
of 15 players, seven due to injury
and eight of whom were on teaching
practice. Ultimately they were
undone by a well-organised UCC
team and hopefully they can welcome
back a few key players for the ﬁnal
group game at home to Cork IT.
The intermediates also recorded
a win and a loss from their opening
two matches, but their fortunes in
Tralee were far different from those
of the senior side. The Kerry college
won by an emphatic 3-12 to 1-3,
leaving UL managers Davy Jones
and Niall Considine with quite a
task to lift their players for the visit
to UCC. They gave the ideal response
and battled excellently throughout
to win by 0-9 to 0-7. The hosts piled
the pressure on UL in the latter
stages of the game but the Limerick
side held on for a crucial victory.
Like their senior counterparts, they
end the group stage with a home
ﬁxture against CIT in the knowledge
that a win is necessary to keep their
league campaign going.

days of the year so far, the teams
lined out for fourteen minutes of
intense rugby. Both teams were
slow to start, but it was UL who
got the first score. From that
though, C.I.T. started coming into
t he ga me, a nd scored t wo
unanswered tries. UL scored one
more, but with the last play CIT
luckily crossed for a try under the
posts. Best for UL was Mark
Blennerhassett, William Kearney
and Jason Wycherley.
Our next game was against close
rivals LIT. Again there was a great
display of skill on both sides, but
UL ultimately came out with the
win. Man of the match David
Hoyne putting in a clinical display
of skill to show all who were
watching how to finish, with two
brilliant individual scores. The
next Kyle Murphy perhaps? The
jury is still out. Others to do well
were Gavin Murphy, John Scully
and Cillian Kennedy whose
clinical passing cut apart the LIT
defence.
Our penultimate game was
against ITT. UL started strongly
with William Ryan crossing for
a score after some brilliant play
from Barry Crowe . UL doubled
their lead before half time, but
ITT. fought back, and managed
to snatch a draw in injury when

The UL Men’s rugby squad that travelled to Cork for the Munster Intervarsities
UL let their concentration lax.
Our last game was against CSN,
and straight from the kick off UL
were on the back foot. After some
sustained possession CSN crossed
for a tr y, only after heroic
defending from Eoin Derham.
Ror y Ra ffer t y kept CSN
guessing with his passing, and
UL were unfortunate not to be
rewarded with a score before half
time. CSN crossed the UL line

with the last play of the half, and
UL were left with a mountain to
climb. After a roasting from their
coach Tom Healey, UL went out
in the second half with fire in
their bellies. With what was
without a doubt the try of the
tournament, UL stunned CSN.
The ball passed through every
pair of hands on ULʼs team before
Cillian Kennedy spotted a gap in
the CSN defence and burst through

Ladies Hockey win some, lose some
Jennifer Hyde

The Universityʼs Division 1 team
have played two more matches in
the Munster League, winning one
and losing one. The team took part
in a local derby two weeks ago when
they played Catholic Institute at the
Institute grounds in what promised
to be a highly competitive game.
With neither team wanting to
make the ﬁrst mistake the ﬁrst half
was a cracker. The ball was in both
ends of the pitch and as a result of
this there was a very high tempo
with the UL backline even making
breaks through the Institute
defence.
Both teams had chances to hit the
backboard but none were converted
and the score board remained at
0-0 at the conclusion of the ﬁrst half
however UL went into the break the
more dominant side and came out
oozing with conﬁdence and desire
with the hopes of putting institute
to bed in the second half.
Again both teams were launched
into a high tempo game and more
chances came, however it was
institute who grabbed their
opportunity to take the lead ﬁrst.
The standard of the goal didnʼt equal
that of the hockey being played but

a goal it was and and it meant a 1-0
lead for institute.
UL were unlucky not to score on
many occasions particularly when
they had three penalty corners one
after the other. UL did not loose
heart and pushed the Institute defence
to the very end. UL had most of their
players up in the Institute half
pushing for that equaliser that was
deserved but it didnʼt come and in
the ding seconds of the game the
institute forwards got a break and
put the ball in the back of the net,
with that the ﬁnal whistle went and
UL had lost 2-0.
This was a very unjust score line
seeing as UL were the dominant
side and played the better hockey
and many pros can be taken from
the game.
Last Saturday saw UL face Ashton
away in Cork. After the bitter defeat
against Institute the previous week
UL went into the match with one
thing in mind, victory. In what would
be their last match before the inter
varsity tournament in Kilkenny they
wanted to come away with nothing
less then a win and three more points
on the scoreboard.
Coach Ann Logan was not to be
disappointed as a great performance
from the girls saw them take a 3-0

win back to Limerick with goals
from Jennifer OʼLoughlin, Sharon
Carey and Lorraine McGowan.
Happy with their win the girls
are now preparing for a tough
tournament on the bank holiday
weekend and have high hopes of
winning the tournament this year.
The Best of Luck to all involved.

Eye on the
Scoreboard:
GAA results
Hurling
Senior league: LIT 1-18 UL 1-17;
NUI Galway 1-16 UL 4-15
Junior league: UL 3-27
Tralee IT 1-9
Fresher 2 league: MICL 1-13
UL 5-9
Football
Senior league: Tralee IT 1-10
UL 3-6; UCC 0-16 UL 0-5
Intermediate league: Tralee IT
3-12 UL 1-3; UCC 0-7 UL 0-9
Camogie
Senior league: Garda College
0-1 UL 3-12
Ladies Football
Intermediate league: UL 5-15
MICL 1-3

and put in a precision pass to
Eoghan Carey, who showed power
and pace to fend off three CSN
players to score under the posts.
Too little too late for UL, but
a great day was enjoyed by all.
Eoghan Carey was voted UL
player of the tournament in a
unanimous decision.
Thanks to our manager Éamon
Heavey and coach Tom Healey
for making the trip to Cork.

“The next
Kyle Murphy
perhaps?
The jury is
still out”

GAA
Round-Up
Liam Togher

Senior camogie
UL travelled to Templemore to face their Garda counterparts in the senior
camogie league and came away with an almost embarrassing victory. The
result of 3-12 to a mere 0-1 pretty much puts the game into microcosm.
UL realise, however, that their opponents presented a very weak challenge
and that a truer assessment of their capabilities will come in the upcoming
league games.
Intermediate ladies football
UL had a convincing win on Pitch 1 against Mary Immaculate College in
this league ﬁxture. The home team emerged on the right side of a 5-15 to
1-3 thrashing. Onlookers were particularly impressed by the organisation
of the UL team, a testament to the work of coaches DJ Collins and Will
McCormack. UL had a large panel to draw upon and the popularity of
ladies football is growing immensely. For the ﬁrst time, this college has
three ladies football teams (not counting the freshersʼ).
Fresher B hurling
This team also enjoyed success against MICL in late October. UL earned
an away win by 5-9 to 1-13 on a day that saw several players impressing
greatly. Goalkeeper Kevin OʼBrien and Kevin McCague were the stars of
the show while there were also signiﬁcant contributions from Alwyn Glynn,
Liam Ryan, Liam McGrath, Sean Tynan and Rick Laden. The full-back
line was simply excellent as they set the foundations for the entire team
to dominate the match.
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Mahedy Backs Health
Beneﬁts of Arena
Expansion
John Rainsford

It may be a time of savage ﬁnancial
cutbacks but Dave Mahedy has just
put out tenders for a major expansion
of the present University Arena
costing of €8.5m.
The Arenaʼs Director of Sport
and Recreation believes falling levels
of personal health in Irish society
will be a major factor in securing
Government backing.
Ireland has a growing problem
with obesity related illnesses such
as diabetes, heart disease and cancer.
A survey by the Food Safety
Promotion Board in 2000 found that
20 per cent of men and 16 per cent
of women in Ireland were over
weight. Children under 12 years old
now suffer Type 2 Diabetes, once
the preserve of forty-somethings.
These ﬁgures were up on a similar
survey taken in 1990 when obesity
levels were recorded at 8 per cent
and 13 per cent respectively. The

levels are far worse in the over 50s
group. Indeed 41 per cent of men
over 50 years take no exercise at
all.
The plight of Irish children
however is far worse. In a recent
European survey involving 1,730
school children, aged nine to ﬁfteen
years, the researchers found that one
in 10 took less than 60 minutes
exercise per day.
When measured for such risk
factors as cholesterol, blood pressure
and weight gain an alarming number
of these children exhibited signs of
being over fed and in poor physical
condition.
In times past children could expect
to exceed the minimum level of
healthy exercise by walking to school,
running in the park or playing sport.
Todayʼs kids however appear to have
taken to the couch!
This is something that Mahedy,
who was appointed to his current
position in 1997, believes can be
changed for the better.

“The glamour business we do
with elite athletes and people like
the Munster Rugby team is important
but it is not the out and out objective
we have here. We get GP referrals
and people who need to lose weight
or have general injuries. We also
cater for those with special needs
and Para Olympians.
“The complex here is vital to a
whole cross section of groups relying
on specialist facilities to cater for
their needs and which is central to
their recovery and health. Sport is
vital to breaking down barriers in
society whether they are health
related or social. I see this as being
a central part of what we do”.
Currently two million people in
the UK have Type-2 Diabetes with
a further 750,000 undiagnosed. It
is thought that up to 50 percent of
these cases could be prevented
through changes in diet and
exercise.
Some 41 million Americans suffer
from blood glucose abnormalities

(pre-diabetes) with diet and exercise
being the only current treatment.
Worldwide 220 million people suffer
from what the ʻCentres for Disease
Control and Preventionʼ have labelled
an epidemic.
There is no national strategy in
Ireland to combat these killer diseases
and levels of diabetes in Ireland are
expected to double by 2010. Life
expectancy for older age groups has
changed little since the 1920s with
cancer and weight related illnesses
replacing previous killer diseases
like TB and pneumonia.
The planned Arena extension will
hold two new gyms, a climbing wall
and a new 25 metre swimming pool
to augment the Olympic 100 meter
pool already in existence.
The Arena Authority has applied
for Government funding for an
expansion that will see construction
take place at the back of the existing
property.
The current 100-metre pool is
one of only two in the country and

A Beginner’s Guide to Tae Kwon
Do National Championships
Philip Sharos

Over the weekend of the 27 – 28
September, the AIMAA National
TaeKwonDo Championships were

held in the ALSAA Sports Complex
in Dublin. I decided to attend with
other members of the club and
compete this year, my second year
training with the U.L TaeKwonDo
Club. I am currently in my 2nd year

at UL studying Aeronautical
Engineering, and have been training
with the TaeKwonDo Club since
starting here in college.
During this period I have attained
the rank of orange belt, which is two

UL TaeKwon Do in action

belts above a beginnerʼs white belt.
Personally, I have found that the
TaeKwonDo training is very
rewarding: - not only is it a good
way to get in shape but also a great
way to meet new people and build

University Arena’s expansion to have health beneﬁts
is widely sought after by both elite
athletes and swimming clubs from
all over Europe.
Mr Mahedy said, “The key to our
success is the range of facilities we
offer in terms of exercise and training
to potential customers”.
He continued, “We have over
600,000 visits per year and 11,000
to 12,000 visits per week which
involves students, campus employees
and the public. They are our core
customers and while elite athletes
are very important from a PR point
of view we must meet the service
commitment to our chief clientele
ﬁrst”.
He also hopes to attract a share
of the Olympic athletes for London
in 2012 and believes that this is very
important for the direction and

conﬁdence in yourself. I would
deﬁnitely recommend for anyone to
come down and give it a try!
But I digress: back to the nationals!
The competitions in total comprised
over 200 entrants, ranging in age
from children under six years to 6th
degree black belts who have been
training in the art for well over 20
years. Competitors from Dublin,
Limerick, Cork & Galway were
joined by entrants from as far away
as Glasgow, Scotland- more so an
international event therefore! Our
own instructor here at U.L, Mr.
William Power, 4th degree black
belt competed in the black belt
section and done very well, coming
third in his category in both sparring
and board breaking. I also competed
in both the sparring and breaking
events (although in a different
category from Mr. Power!). I
competed in the White-Green Belt
categor y, wh ich numbered
approximately 15 competitors in the
18+ age bracket. Competition was
tough at national level, but I was
very happy with my performance at
the competition. Overall, I managed
to come second in the breaking
section and third in the sparring.
U.L TaeKwonDo have a long
history of competing at national and
indeed international level, and
consistently give a good account of

development potential of the
complex.
“We offer a full range of services
from accommodation in nearby
villages to advanced training
facilities which our competitors lack.
However, we have no safety net to
fall back on we must and have
succeeded in making the development
pay for itself. Currently we are ahead
of schedule in relation to the 100m
pool in terms of financing the
repayments”, said Dave.
The cost of treating diabetes and
obesity related illnesses in the US
alone has been put at a staggering
$100 billion per annum. Set against
this ﬁgure the ʻMahedy planʼ would
appear to be very good value for tax
payersʼ money indeed.

“TaeKwonDo
training is very
rewarding: not only is it a
good way
to get in shape
but also a great
way to meet
new people...”
themselves at any competitions
entered. This can be linked back to
a world-class instructor and fun and
varied training sessions, covering
everything you need to compete: conditioning, sparring and boxing
being prime examples. Later this
term the club will be travelling to
Galway for a weekend training
session, and another such session
planned for next term in Glasgow,
Scotland. So come on down...join
the fun!
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All The Stars Are
Coming Out Tonight
Liam Togher

The GAA inter-county season has been and gone but those of us
suffering withdrawal symptoms in late September/early October could
content ourselves by speculating who would be named on the All-Star
teams for hurling and football. From users of internet forums to rural
natives in country pubs, thousands of people across Ireland discussed at
length the players they believed should be the proud recipients of All-Star
awards. The announcement of both All-Star teams in mid-October
provided their usual share of talking points.
The outcome of the 2008 hurling championship was somewhat
predictable, as were most of the game’s All-Stars for the season. Kilkenny’s
romp to a third consecutive Liam McCarthy title was reflected in the
selection of nine of their players. They took five of the six positions on
offer for the two back lines. ‘Cha’ was named at midfield while Henry
Shefflin, who now has eight All-Star awards in nine years, Eddie Brennan
and hurler of the year Eoin Larkin earned their places in the forwards.

Munster champions Tipperary had three players named – goalkeeper
Brendan Cummins, centre-back Conor O’Mahony and Shane McGrath
in midfield. Ben O’Connor (Cork), Eoin Kelly (Waterford) and Joe
Canning (Galway) completed the line-up. There were no great surprises
among the 15 who were chosen. Such was the competition in the fullforward line that John Mullane, Tipp’s Eoin Kelly and Eoin McGrath
could not budge their way into the All-Star team. None of them would
have looked out of place.
The football selection was far more debatable. The inclusion of seven
players from All-Ireland champions Tyrone was not too contentious,
although Westmeath had two players named despite a so-so year. If the
choice of Garry Connaughton as goalkeeper was arguable but not jawdropping, John Keane’s place at left corner-back was a major bombshell.
Conor Gormley, who took the other corner-back place, should have been
named at No. 4 to accommodate Ryan McMenamin. Kerry’s O Se clan
was again represented. Many expected Darragh to be the family’s

representative on the team but it was Tomas who got the nod at centreback. The Kingdom also claimed two of the full-forward positions. Colm
‘Gooch’ Cooper was a shoo-in but Kieran Donaghy got the nod for his
reputation rather than his form. The omission of Wexford heroes Matty
Forde and Ciaran Lyng was criminal. Interestingly, the only players
named in the 15 to win provincial titles this year were Dublin’s Shane
Ryan and Ronan Clarke of Armagh.
The debate goes on as to the merit of the fortunate thirty to be chosen
for All-Star awards in 2008. Justified or not, it takes genuine class at the
highest level in GAA even to be nominated for an All-Star. I may not
have agreed with some of the selections but that is the beauty of these
types of ‘dream teams’. Every GAA follower up and down the country
will have had their own views on this topic and all the fun of the All-Stars
is trying to guess who will be chosen and why. I’ll sign off by extending
my congratulations to the hurlers and footballers chosen as the 2008
GAA All-Stars.

Optimism Returns as Irish Prepare
for a New Kidney Era
Mark Connolly

As Irish rugby fans await the
arrival of the eagerly-anticipated
tenure of Declan Kidney as national
head coach, it is worth bearing in
mind the significance of the Cork
man’s opening games in charge as
Ireland head into crunch fixtures at
home to Canada and Argentina which
are, of course, sandwiched by the
Croke Park showdown against the
mighty All Blacks. Usually autumn
internationals fail to match the pregame hype as visiting teams from
the southern hemisphere, exhausted
at the end of a long season, refuse
to pick from their strongest hand
with resources already depleted due
to injuries. The clearest example of
this was in November 2006 when
Ireland meted out a 38-15 thrashing
at home to South Africa. I think
anybody reading this article will be
well aware of the contrasting fortunes
of both sides the following autumn.
However, this November, nobody
should underestimate the huge
significance the upcoming contests
will have for the short-, medium- and
long-term welfare of the Kidney
strategy.
So what can we expect from the
boys next month? It’s going to be
interesting to see what team Kidney
will go for. He is in the great position
of having to choose between players
in a rich vein of form in many
positions. Not least the back row,
where David Wallace, Alan Quinlan,
Jamie Heaslip and Shane Jennings

are all performing superbly and we
may not even notice the absence of
Denis Leamy should they continue
in this vein. It will be a tough call
between the four but Quinlan’s age
(he is now 33) could count against
him should Kidney opt to look to
the future as I expect him to. The
front five pretty much picks itself
with the only real selection debate
surrounding the No.2 jersey. Here
I expect Jerry Flannery’s superior
throwing to guarantee him the nod
over the dynamic Bernard Jackman.
This should make it an all-Munster
front five.
Behind the scrum, I look forward
to seeing Eoin Reddan’s continued
partnership with Ronan O’ Gara at
half-back which blossomed during
the 6 Nations and was one of the
very few things to cheer about.
Should Brian O’Driscoll recover
from his knee injury in time, he will
partner Luke Fitzgerald in the centre.
This pairing may have looked good
against an out of sorts Wasps, but I
have real concerns about Fitzgerald’s
defensive qualities -or lack of them
- which deserved more media scrutiny
than it got last year. We may yet rue
the continued absence of Gordon
D’Arcy. The back three provide
Kidney with the most interesting
selection dilemma. Will Rob Kearney
line out at full back or will Geordan
Murphy’s resurgence at Leicester
guarantee him the No. 15 shirt? I
have long-held reservations about

Murphy and have often been puzzled
by the regular eulogies his
performances have earned in the
media. He is a flaky performer who
lacks the electric pace and defensive
certainty of the top-class full back
he is regularly reported to be. I hope
Kidney opts for Kearney at full back
but I suspect Murphy’s recent club
form may confine him to the left
wing with the reliable Shane Horgan
lining out on the right.
As for results, I’m quite optimistic.
Just like in soccer, teams tend to do
especially well in rugby when a new
manager arrives due to a freshness
of approach and the added motivation
of wanting to impress the new man
early. Combined with the excellent
Heineken Cup displays of both major
provinces heading into the November
showdowns, I can conclude that
Ireland is a team in form and blessed
with new life by the arrival of a
proven winner and a man that I trust
to the helm. Allied to the
aforementioned reasons why
Southern Hemisphere teams do badly
in autumn, which are particularly
relevant to a still stuttering New
Zealand at this time, this leads me
to believe that we have a real chance
of recording our first national rugby
victory against the All Blacks. Let’s
just hope my fears over Murphy and
Fitzgerald don’t materialise to cost
us what could one of the most special
moments in the history of Irish
sport.

Leading the Irish squad into a new era: Declan Kidney
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Can Irish
club
football
take that
great leap
forward?
Liam Togher

The majority of football fans in
Ireland follow the English Premier
League from week to week but are
totally indifferent to the top division
in this country. However, the League
of Ireland still attracts thousands of
supporters to venues nationwide
and, having attended LoI matches
myself, I can assure you that going
to see the likes of Bohemians,
Drogheda and Galway United in
action is an excellent way to spend

Drogheda United: can they go to the next level?

a Friday night. This season’s Eircom
League has seen Bohemians cruise
to the title a full four weeks before
the season’s conclusion. But what
about taking it to the next level?
I’m talking, of course, about Irish
football making a serious impact in
European competition. We are still
holding out for the glorious day that
a club from this country qualifies
for the group stage of the UEFA
Champions League. Shelbourne
came closest when reaching the final
qualifying round in 2004 while

Drogheda United were an Ollie
Cahill sitter away from a shock
elimination of Dynamo Kiev this
summer. The current Champions
League contains the champions of
Belarus (BATE Borisov) and Cyprus
(Anorthosis), countries with national
leagues on a par with the standard
of ours. With a favourable draw and
a little bit of luck along the way, the
time will come when the Irish
champions mix it with the Liverpools,
Barcelonas and Real Madrids of this
world.

A more realistic target for the
time being may be significant
progress in UEFA’s secondary club
competition, the new Europa League.
This is the tournament that will take
the place of the UEFA Cup next
season. Bohemians, Shelbourne, St.
Patrick’s Athletic and Cork City
have all competed in the first round
proper of this tournament in recent
years. While none of them managed
to advance beyond the first hurdle,
they all managed some fantastic
results against far more esteemed

opposition. If an Irish team can
negotiate the qualifying rounds, they
will enter a group format that
guarantees them at least six games.
Even if they don’t make it any further,
the experience to be gained at that
level will prove invaluable.
Striking it lucky in one of these
competitions will also provide
League of Ireland clubs with plentiful
financial gains. The 2008 domestic
season has been dogged with stories
of how the likes of Cork City,
Drogheda, Finn Harps, Galway

United and even champions
Bohemians have struggled to make
ends meet financially. There’s a brave
new world awaiting Irish club
football. We have been knocking on
the door long enough. If they won’t
let us in, we’ll just have to knock it
down and let the rest of Europe know
we’re coming and we’re not content
to merely saunter along for

still winning machine. Rafa Benitez
has instilled a resilience in Liverpool
that may well see them fulfil almost
two decades of potential, and Martin
O’ Neill has created a real young,
attractive, attacking, and primarily
British side. All contenders, and all
great managers. At this early stage
of the season, and against all possible
odds beforehand, one man sticks out
above all the rest. At the time of
writing, Hull City sit in third place
in the Barclays Premier League,
separated only by goal difference
from the front runners, Chelsea and
Liverpool. The job Phil Brown has
done so far in charge of The Tigers
has been nothing shor t of
remarkable.
When Brown took over at the KC
Stadium, thoughts of Hull City plying
their trade among football’s elite

were not even entertained as a
fantasy. Survival, avoiding relegation
to English football’s third tier was
the only objective, a division which
only a couple of seasons previous,
they had struggled to get out of. In
addition to that, Phil Brown had
been let go by the team who last
season became the Premier League’s
worst ever side, Derby County. Brown
took over mid-way through the 06/07
season, with Hull in 22nd in the
Championship. He led them to safety,
and twelve months later, he led them
to play-off victory at Wembley, and
a place in the top flight of English
football for the first time in their
104 year history. That in itself was
a remarkable achievement. Hull,
along with Stoke City, were
immediately installed as odds-on
favourites for relegation.

An opening day win at home to
Fulham was a good start, but nobody
could have predicted the level of
performance, and the results achieved
by Hull so far. The defeat of Arsenal,
at the Emirates, will rank as one of
the greatest upsets in Premier League
history. Since then 1-0 wins against
Tottenham and West Ham, and a
3-0 demolition of West Brom, have
seen Hull rise to third in the table,
five points ahead of Man Utd, at the
time of writing, having only conceded
one goal on the last four games. Not
bad for the odds-on relegation
favourites. Credit for this must go
to Brown and his management team.
While signings such as Marlon King,
Daniel Cousin, Paul McShane and
even George Boateng may have
inspired little confidence, he has
worked miracles with his squad.

King and Cousin look like a genuine
top flight partnership, while Boateng
has rolled back the years with
tremendous performances in the
middle of the park. The major coup
of Brown’s transfer activity though
has been Geovanni. A hero to the
Man City faithful following his
winner against United last year, he
was released in the wake of Sven
Goran Erikkson’s departure. His
stock has risen meteorically following
his wonder goals against Arsenal
and Tottenham, two of four goals
already this season. Another string
to add to Brown’s bow is the style
of football Hull have played. While
Stoke have relied mainly on Rory
Delap’s arms for points, Hull have
played teams off the field at times,
and have been clinical in front of
goal and tight at the back, a great

testament to a shrewd young
manager.
Hull’s rise this season has proved
there is still room for romance in
what is becoming less and less a
sport, and more and more an industry.
In a time of credit crunch, economic
crisis and billionaire takeovers, Hull
have proved that there is still room
for the ‘little guy’, that David can
still thrive in a Goliath dominated
business. Proof of that is evident in
captain Ian Ashbee, who has lined
out for Hull in all four divisions,
and doers not look out of place in
the top league. The next task for
Hull is to get the next twenty points,
and ensure survival, something which
is no doubt the main aim of this
years main Manager of the Year
contender. Oh, and finally, Bertie
Ahern is a Hull fan!

Manager of the Year?
John Harnett

With just under a quarter of the
Premier League season underway,
it is clearly a little early in proceedings
to be touting for the season’s best
manager. However, if we were to
cast a glance at the current state of
play, who would be the obvious
choices? Wayne Rooney’s current
renaissance may lead to Alex
Ferguson leading Manchester United
to a third straight title, with his third
United dynasty, which would surely
see him go down as the greatest
manager in football to date.
Therefore, Fergie is always going
to be the one to beat. Phil Scolari
has moulded Chelsea from a
pragmatic, mechanical winning
machine into a fluent, attractive, and
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The Score
Tomás McCarthy

Plenty Of Time
There was an incredible eleven
minutes of injury time during the
Stoke v Tottenham game. When you
add that eleven to the three minutes
played in the ﬁrst half it means the
players were battling it out for 104
minutes! Not for the faint hearted!
Poor Paul
Hull defender Paul McShane has a
lot to do if heʼs to lose the tag of
“dodgy defender”. On a recent forum
one Irish fan said “useless f***er!
How has Trappatoni played him!
Where is Stephen Kelly gone?”
Harsh words indeed.
Head Down
On the subject of Hull their squad
list contains some bizarre names
such as Tom Woodhead! The 18year-old goalkeeper hasnʼt seen any
action this season but could quite
possibly be a relation of Dean
Whitehead!
Another Spurs Joke
What does a Tottenham fan do after
they win a game? Turns off the
XBOX!

No Smoking
William Gallas was recently caught
on camera leaving a nightclub with
a cigarette in his mouth, much to
the displeasure of Arsene Wenger.
His captain isnʼt showing much of
an example when you recall his
childish antics against Birmingham
last season.
Out The Door
Iain Dowie was ﬁred in rapid fashion
by QPR even after a reasonable start
to the season. Despite intense
speculation, Liam Togher will not
be taking charge at Loftus Road!
Morning Glory
Does any one else think that kick-off
times are ridiculous these days! The
recent 12 oʼclock kick-off between
Everton and Man United was simply
too early but not as bad as the 11.30
starts in The Championship last
season. We need time for the
breakfast lads!
The Furniture
Giovanni Trapattoni said the
following about Richard Dunne:
“He is like a wardrobe; he is as big
as a wardrobe”. Not as bad as the
Honey Monster I suppose!

Magic
Numbers
Liam Togher

36

Goals in eight Champions League games played on 21
October. Repent and believe, all those who routinely
dismiss soccer as “boring”.

4

Number of times Danny Higginbotham had attempted
to take a penalty for Stoke in their 2-1 win over
Tottenham, only for a strong breeze to blow the ball off
the spot. He blasted the kick home at the ﬁfth time of
trying.

9

12

11

41

Kilkenny players on the All-Star hurling team for 2008.
This consists of the goalkeeper, ﬁve of the six backs, a
midﬁelder and two forwards. Not to mention Eoin Larkin
getting player of the year.
Consecutive league victories for runaway League of
Ireland champions Bohemians until Derry City’s win
at Dalymount Park. The title was safely secured by that
stage, so there was nobody quite reaching frantically
for the panic button.

Poker
Sports Quiz
Society Table
Eoin King

1st - Jeff Teehan - 67pts
2nd - Thomas Fortune - 65pts
3rd - Paul Grisewood - 48pts
4th - Charles Coyle - 44pts
5th - John Lynch - 43pts
6th - Ciaran Carey - 42pts
7th - Daniel O Keeffe - 37pts
8th - Donagh Murphy - 34pts
9th - Ciaran Callaghan - 29pts
10th - Rory Grifﬁn - 22pts
11th - Shaun Dooley - 22pts
12th - Stephen Brosnan - 21pts
12th - Donal Griffon - 21Pts
14th - John Culloty - 20pts
15th - Nathan Finnegan - 19pts
15th - Paul Kiernan - 19pts
17th - David Charlton - 16pts
17th - Martin Kennedy - 16pts
19th - Sean Murphy - 15pts
20th --Kevin Douglas - 14pts

Quotes of
the Edition

1. In what time did Usain Bolt win the 100m race at the Beijing
Olympics?
2. After Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods, who has won the most Majors
in golf?
3. For which Super 14 club did Doug Howlett play before joining
Munster?
4. When was the last time Limerick won a senior hurling All-Ireland?
5. Henry Shefﬂin needs two more All-Stars to stand alone as having won
the most (10). Who will he surpass?
6. What nationality is Wiganʼs super striker Amr Zaki?
7. What basketball team won last seasonʼs NBA ﬁnals?
8. What is the only other team, apart from Manchester United, Arsenal
and Chelsea, that has won a Premiership title?
9. Who was named man of the match following this yearʼs senior football
10. All-Ireland ﬁnal?
Who will succeed Nicky Brennan as President of the GAA?
11. Who has the most number of caps for the Irish national soccer
team?
12. Who is to host the 2012 UEFA European Football Championship?

Liam Togher

“Abou Diaby...3-1!!! What sort of a game is this?!?!?!?”
To the list of hyperbolic commentators we can add ITVʼs Peter Drury, who
was somewhat excited by the opening half-hour of Arsenalʼs 5-2 win away
to Fenerbahce.
“They wonʼt be the only team to get beat by Chelsea, mark my words.”
Even by his standards, this enlightening Jamie Redknapp viewpoint can
only be described as sitting on the fence. The team in question is
Middlesbrough, by the way.
“Darren Bent was sort of the ugly duckling alongside the swans of
Dimitar Berbatov and Robbie Keane.” Iʼve heard Robbie Keane called
a lot of things, but this description from Martin Tyler is surely a ﬁrst.
“Munster almost there...have they got it? Yes! Itʼs a try!! Aʼboy Wally!!!”
Limerick Live 95FM commentator Len Dineen as neutral as ever in
describing a David Wallace try in Munsterʼs 24-16 defeat of Sale
Sharks.
“There were terriﬁc players on both sides, and I include Wigan in
that.” Alan Shearer wises up to the fact that not every Wigan playerʼs
name is Titus Bramble.

Chelsea players (including several ﬁrst-team regulars)
unavailable through injury for the trip to Middlesbrough.
And they still won 5-0. Everyone else be VERY afraid.

“Good news at last for Spurs fans. Blackpool are building a covered
stand for away supporters.” Jeff Stelling hops on board the Tottenhambashing bandwagon.

Players called up for Declan Kidney’s ﬁrst Irish squad
for the autumn internationals. One or two of them may
just be surplus to requirements, I suspect.

“Boring Bolton drive fans to drink” Headline of the month of October
must go to this Sunday Times summary of a goalless draw between Bolton
and Blackburn. At least it was worth coming for the free beer that was on
offer at the Reebok prior to kick-off.

J. Power – O. Tong - Limerick Open 2007
White is resigned in this position after seeing a checkmate for black,
what is it?
The UL Chess club meets every Thursday from 6pm to 7pm. Training
offered to all members and beginners.
Solution: 1. Q x g2

Answers to Sports Quiz
1. 9.69 seconds
3. Auckland Blues
5. DJ Carey and Pat Spillane
7. Boston Celtics
9. Sean Cavanagh
11. Steve Staunton

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.

Walter Hagen
1973
Egyptian
Blackburn Rovers
Christy Cooney
Poland and Ukraine

